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CHEMISTRY 13: LIBRARY EXERCISE II

April 1975
This exercise is deicgned to illustrate how Science Citation Index and

ehemtcar AbstrIctn can be used in an author 'approach-to a topic on which you .are
,working.4. You should'complete tbe stepa outlined below and submit to the Science

answe. sheet It will be checked and you 4111 be 'formed
-ohetnrigT7exercisS has been cOnpleted satisfactorily or unsatisfactorily.

xr

1. Read caref.elly the attached sheet wtAch-desiribes the use of the SCI.
The power of SCI rests in its sirzplitity.. Uaing a reference (biblio-
grwhic identification of a journal article or book) -one can quickly find

'._ciut if net! mere on the topic of the original article have appeared by
APchecking to see if anyone has cited that refirinCe.

Science
et

Citation Index

. ,(
qt.

2. Below is a list of citations which have been tiken-fron Krauch Organic
Name Reactions. Each citation was the first, or at least an early krticle
that describes an organic reaction which is now named after the cnenist
who described it. Following each citation two dtfferent.years are listed.,
You are to look in the Science Citation Index "Citation Index" for those
two years and write down on your answer sheet the caiplite.citation for
the fir* reference-that cited your reference (the reference whtch you
are to pse is the one that has the number matching the number in the,
ppper right corner of the front plge of these directions).

),

From Xrauch,`Orgattie Nast, Rea,tions (Sci1RefigD/291/K7.13/1964) ov

I. p. 4 Adkins, H. and Peterson, W. R. J. As. CID:scm.S4d. 53,`1512 (1931).
1964 1565

2. p. 16 Appal, E. and Robinson; R. J. Chem. Soc. 1935, 426.
' 196 19 70

3. p. 29 Baker, J. W. and Nathan, W. S. J. Chem. Soc. 1935, 1844.
1964 1965

p.'34 Bardban, J. C. And Sengupta, S. C. J. Chem. Soc. 1932, 2520.
1967 1768

c
.5. p. 44 Lapworth, A.. J. Chew. Soc. 83, 995 (1903).

1965 '1)66

6: p. 47 Bergmann, M. §ctence 79, 439:(1934).
1965 14.69

7. p. 118 Davidson, D., Nail's; M. andJelling; M. J. Org. Chem. 2, 326 (1937).
1966 . 1957 -

8. p. 73 Brown, H. C. end Zweifeli G. J. Am. Chem. Sat: 81, 247 (1959).
'1964 ,1955

9r p. 82 Calvin, M., Basn'tee, I. A. and Benson; A.A. Federation Troc. 9,524 (19'50).
1964 196 .

4. .

10. p. 86 Carroll, M. F. 2. Chest. 119s. 1940 704.
,0- 1964 1%6.

-,

If



11. p. 97 Clay, J. P. J. )rg. Chetal 16, 892 (1951).
1964 _165

I
12. p. 103 Cope, A. C, sit.1 Hardy, H. ay Cheat. Soc.

1964 1965

13. p. 105 Cram, D. J. and, eillafez, F. A, A, 4.J. Asa. Ches. Soc. 74, 58243 (1952).

62; 441 (1940).

1964 1965

D. J. Biol. Cheer. 44, (1920). .

1972
14. p. 112 Dakin,

1964

15. p. 1.15 Delon, B, D. and West, R. J. Bio1) Chei. ,78, 91 (192 &).
11111 ' -1965

16. p. 137 Duff, J. ti J. Chei. Soc.
1964. 1)65

r
17. p. 193 Gouberg,

3.964

18. p. 193 Combat's,
1964

19. p. 2L5' Haworth,
1964

20. p. 65 Svaflea.
1964

166 Forster,
1965

22. p. 216 worth,
1965

1941,' 547.

K. and,Pernett, J. C. J,, fit. Soc..48, 1372 (1926).
116,

K. sari Bachsann, W. 3. J, As. Chili. Soc. 46, 234?' (1924) .

R. Ches. Sac.. 1912, 2717:
_1)68

L. C. dad Board, C.:3, J. eia. Ches. Soc. 52, 451 (1930).
1765 .

K. O. J. Ches. SoC. 1.071-260 (19/3) .
"1"767

W. E J. Cbes.Soc. 107,-13 (191.5).
1?67

23. p. 244 Levine, P. A. .1. Biol.. Cam. 23,, 143 (191.5).
1964

. . .......,
C. J. An. Chen. Soc. 58, -474 (1936). 1

-

1970
,

'`A

C. J. Am. Ches. Sac. 381 11.0, (1936).
1968 : t k

4 i: - Nr., 1 .4 ... ...7.

R. Ind Kendall, Eet C. J. lied. ;011ea. 488; 487
1967 3::

24, p. 239 Rooker, S.
1966

25. p. 239 Booker, S.
1966

2

308 Mattax, V.
1966

. p. 392 Robinson, R. J. Ches. Soc. 95, 2167 (1909).
1967

gle
. 1768 4 .'

,,
, ,,. ,... t ,..

.

8. p. 138 Dut.t.,. K., itlitebeld,1131' R. 'end rsa13.,4`. 3. Ches. Soc.. 119, 108i3{1921).
1970 , 3.971 -fr*

,

t,f

a.
r.

e
-p. 138 Dutt, 1104 J- Choi. Soi. 125, 1463 (1,24),.

ITE--77" - .
1 le1970 .

4 4fi '
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30. pc,449.B4ron,
1968 '

1967

32. p. 242 Hudson
1968

33. p. 63 Bogeit,
1067

-4

H;, Rextry, F.G..
1370

. . ani Bi10, E.
1369 'A ,

4

P. and Thorpe, J. F. J. Chem. Soc. 85,1726(1904).

J. J. Cheer. Soc. 1932, 1987.

, C. g. Scientific Pat. Bur. Stand. No. 333;
1969 7;

289 (1933).
19 71,

34. 194 Craig, L. C. J. An. Chest. Sac. 56, 231.{1934).
1965 1966

35. p. 99 Clew, G. R. and ..Leitch
1968 196f-

241 (1926) .

Soc.G. C. J. Chem. S. 198, 1811.

36. p. 194 Gould, R. G. and Jacobs, W. A. J.\,A2. Chem. Soc. 61, i$90 (1939).
1969 1970

3. Nov that you have loca-ed articles thtt have cited your,original reference,
find the titles for the two references you wrote down above. Write the
completetitles as given in the "Source Index" of SCI.

'Chemical Abstracts

1. Read carefully the description of the author indexes to Chemical Abstracts.

2. For the purposes of thf...3 exercise, suppose_the 1ibarq dees_not have the

Journals that contain the two references you listed in answer/to questions
2 and 3 above. Find an abstract` -of these articles by searching the author
indexes to'CA.' On the answer sheet list the volume and abstract numbers for
the 'two- references.

OP'

5



CHEMISTRY 13'

Library Exercise II: Answer Sheet

April-1975

Name 1' .0. Box

Your.problem I:

Science Citation Index .

2. Reference searched:

(Nunber)
Year of SCI searched: -

(Author) ( Citation)

Articles located: (1)

# Year of SCI searched:
4

Articles located: (2)

3. The aliothorls) and title of reference (1) above are:

The author(s) and title of reference (2) ahove.erel
8

Chemical Abstracts

2. The Chemical Abstracts volume_and abstract nuiber for the two references above
are: (e.g. CA 45:3456g)

(I) CA :

WHEN YOU RAVE FINISHED rvRN IN THIS ANSWER Ste. AT THE WI ENCE LIBRARY
CIREULATION DESK. KEEP rim DESCRIPTIONS OF AND THE CA AUTHOR ICES FOR
FUTURE USE

-
. .

6

3

V.



Ch9mistry 13: Library Exercise 7
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Name, .

ORGANI2ATION OR ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
IN TABLES AND INUXES

. May 1976

Exercise lc

- The reference workl. you have .used so-.far in exercise 1 a& b are arranged-

0 or names of organic compounds. In this exercise you will use lists

of comro ide that are arranged by)clava -of compound and/or chemical property.

This arrangem t is useful in situations there you are trying to'identify an

unknown compound>,,Usualli when unknowns are being identifitd initial testa are

performed to deter-v*1.11.i ;Ye class of compounds to which the unknown belongs.

Thin through-further tests and synthesis the particular compouild of that cliss is

identified.

I

In order to answer4the following questions you will need to read the Miaowing

information on each of the two tools you 0111 be using.

4.

J

Huntress, Ernest H. and Samuel P. Mulliken. Identification of Pure prganrc .

Compounds. 1941. Sci/Ref/QA/291/H8

"This volume presents in organized and accestible form n surmary

of data on a selected list of organic compounds containing - carbon and

_.hydrogen, or carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen." It is arranged by classes

of compounds and then by increasing melting or boiling point. The

volume 'begins with approxiiately twenty-fivitpages of,explanatory ma-

terial, including abbreviations, a descriptidh of the arrangement, ard
. .

note on the parts of each entsy. That information is summarized be-

loW. The or &anizatiod of the volume is as follows;
-

Order Suborder I
Genus 1. Aldehydes .r
Division A. Solids
Division B. Liquids

Genus 2. Cprbohydratem
Division A. Solids,
Section 1
Subsection A
Subsection B'

Subsection C
Station 2

7

-



Genus. 3. Acids

Division A. Solids.

Section 1. "Soluble"
Section 2. "Insoluble"

Divisioril: Liquids
Section 1. "Soluble"
Sectipn 2.: "Insoluble"

Genus 4. Phenolic compounds
Division A. Solids
DiviSion A. Liquids

Genus '5. Esters

Division A. Solids
Division B. Liquids

Genus 6..Antydrides, lactones,* etc.
Division A. Solis
Division B. Liquids

Camas 7. Ketones

Division A.. Solids

Division B. Liquids
Genus S. Alcohols--

Division -A. Solids
SeCtion.l. "Soluble"
Section 2. '4Insoluble"

Division B. Liquids
Section 1. DLO 4 0.90

4r1
Section 2. D-- >0.90

4
Genus 9. Hydrocarbons, ethers, etc.
Diviiion'A..Solida

Section 1.'"Non-aromatics"
Section 2. "Aromatics"

Division B. Liquids
Sectiqn 1. "Aromatics"
Section t. Acyciic ethers
Section 3. Dienes, all6mes, cyclenesttarpenes,
Section 4. Alkenes
Section 5. Naphthenes
Section 6. Alkalies

Order Suborder II
Division A. Solids

t Division B.

4

/a

4 I

"lb
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41,

Following is an entry with each part suIrked:
.

1 2

1"--1 I -8,---:- . A
,.. 1:016 F.6 n-VAL..1.1E1-1Y151--- n-0,14 6110 ceto

4 1.
-

rt p. to3.75-iff t V,P,/-r 01.5' (1) DI.° ea- 0.40052 (2) n7; ai, 1.391311 (2)
:t1,441 lig. Atitli pew, tlilie'situr Inf. P I. nri. -- 1Vitlt rig. forme mial..lodig. mkt,.

' 5 Ittis, NI tt' ot-7 17 lino,) 34K :41..0 VA. ;, 0 :), A
%% jib mitt: tin. Mina) euld.)1,-1.11 dd. ml. IliAllitu ;tido. uptl, [af-.'1' 1.12f,

6 0' Adiu,M nitropruss t e color test: An. st,Ap. of 0, treated with 0.6% sodium nitro-
pru....utio puIrt. an rli i;ies inirt;red roloth grad. ditippcnring.on whin, of AcOli
pit. frum isornlerailbycrC(110110)1.

4-, 1 Valcraldoxirnes ri. E.61n. of 0, slulcun with N11201I.A.C1+ 1C2001, readily
yi.:ms oximo; After 1 cry/A n. from pet. ctler, m.p. t.,2 (3).

. .
IV ti-Valeralitellytio 2 %-dinitroilenylkydrazoao: yd. .crys.. from ale., m.p. 08' (4);

100.5-1071 (5).(n1. T 1.14).
44 n-Valeraldehyle (lit tethone: m.p. 1C11.5° (0). .

3

!-4X70

8

1:0125 (1) Sten. NIL ex. cAlm. Brig. ZS, 66 (i220). (2) 1311131=U. Rroould, Dolt id. era.
roy. Brig. (5) 17, 1174-1172(1931)r Chan. Abf. 28,3231 (1932). (3) 111aLsn, NIL toe. chin.
(3) 31, 491 (1904). (4) Apen. I. Am. Chcgi. 80c. 52, 2967 (1930). (5) Backer, Haack. Rec.
ten. chin. 7, 232 (123v. (6) Ks*, Yea, Scic4c* Reptt. Nast. Tam /fps finis., Bet. A-1. 187
(1934.

1. Entry nunber
2. Name, st7icttire, formula

3. Beilstein Handbuch den,Orpanischen Chemie reference
4. Melting pint, and4other properties

'5. General_Lnformation on-properties And reactions
6.' P i Preliminary test, specific or semi-specific

color teocs which are generally easy to execute.
7. D in.Derivative; recommdnded derivatives
8. Literature references which are the sources of

information in the first seven sections

4

Rapport, Zvi. Handbcok of Tables for Organic Compound Identification.

3rd ed. 1967. Scinef/QD/291/R2.8/1967

Like Huntress and Hulliken, this Handbook arranges.organic

compounds by chemical class and by melting point or boiling point.

.Hoyeviit, the informatios provided, which is less detailed tor pa-
.

iicular compounds, is in tabular -form. Generallx speaking but not

4

Always, each table lists a class of ebmpounds, similar to th6sS

from H 4 M, and for each compound ono or,two properties are given.

Then for each compound, a series,of known derivatives are indicated

with a melting point, and other data. ,For each table there is a

iT

7

4.

J-4
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o

it possible very quickly to-determilne what dexivativeg - are possible
4

and which ones are eoing,to provide the critical data needed,to

1

-4-

,prefatory discussioi which explains the tables And'gives the refOenc9s
I

from which the inft:matimn was taken.

Whike H.6 M and ::his Hnndbook sArye very similar purponen, each,

has a slightly different but complementary use. H 6:14 provides more

iAormation on individual compounds 04especially references to ape

literature sources-, while there are, on the whole, fewer derivativ

for.each compound. The Handbook, because of its arrangement,..pakes

determine your unknown. However, it gill not give ,the refe-, -es

prOcedures and other specific information in as convenient a manner

as H 6 Me

In summary, use them in combination.

44.

4

10

4.



Using t

-5

. \ -

he two tooli, pre, /ides in answer to each of the following que&tionu:
,

1. YOu havi a garb Lic acid that is s&.id at room temperature and
melts at 1000 Ce :s that temperature sufficiently unique.to identify
the acid?

iljs' No
f

a. If yeti, wt-latis.the compound ?,

b. If no, how many different compounds will you have to distiniaiih

* 2.

amoag-in further tests?

Youhave an alkene that hai a boiling'point of 66-67° C.

a.. What alkene(s) 'could it be?

b. If yeti did a bromine addition reaction synthesis' on your alkene,

and then found_ the ',Product to have a boilinepoint.of 729 C, what

compound(s) &ald.yOur unknown be ?.

3..What is the Beilstait reference for a liquid phenol with a boiling

: point of 267..5° C?

4. You tiave a carboxylic aciwith a melting point of 219°.

a. Which acids could it Be?

b. Which` deriyative(s) Af the acids will provide data to distinguish

what your unknown is?
4.

5. You have in unknown alcohol with.a boiling point of 65° C.

a. What preliminary test might you use to determine if.it is in'

facetethyl alcohoy

4

*
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4.

/
fi

or

b. Wba~ article ptovidea procedures for -producing methyl p-nitrOben-:
-of

zoate, a deriVative of methyl alcoholt
. ,

(author) (journal title)

c. D4 we'have thin reference,?

-$

L

t

,

t
11,

a

1

(volloal;e) (year)

tJ

0

1
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Chemistry 13: Library Exercise I

ORGANIZATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
IN TABLES AND INDEXES

May 1976
a

Exercise ;a

%.1
naMe

11,

Box

This excrciae deals speclifically with the4Chemic4 Rubber Company's
pandl,,,ok of Chemistry and Physics (Sci/Ref/QD?65/H3 (on reserve)) and, the
Langd handbook *of Chemistry (Sci/Ref/PD/65 03.2/rev: 10th 'ed::1967 and
11th rd.:1973 (oa reserve)),. gut because these two reference works repre-
.sek the two ways 4n which most table's end indexes of organic Compounds
ire arfhilged,they will illustrate, the problems the dser,of reference bioks '

i
on_ rnanic compounds will face.

QI4

The intreduc4onito the tables in the handbooks* will provide you with
t nformation needed'to work through this exercise.' These pages are
iimmarited here:

Both handbooks contaid a long table listing physical properties of organic._
' compounds. In addition to the table, there are formula indices and melting
point indices. Bothlhandbooka provide essentially the same typ s of.infor-
mation for each compound:.

1. name
2. synonyms.

-3. formula

5. molecular weight
.6.. crystalline form and color
7. specific gravity

4. reference,to,Beilatein (a cam- 8. melting point
pendium of synthesis and other 9. boiling point
data on organic compounds) 10. solubility in water, alcohol and

ether
In addition, CRC given, refractive index for light of the D line cf the sodium
spectra, solubility in a greater limber of solvents, and the references may

.be,to publications other than Beilstein.
=P

Ian the tables the compounds are arranged differently. In Lange, the
compounds- are arranged by name in an uninvested fortv(i.e., dimethyl ketone
is in the d's). In many cases common or non- official namep are used (e.g.,
Benzylamine instead of Amin6-toluene)g CRC handbooks are just the Apposite.
Official bad exceei are almost alwasy used (pt for biochemicals whicNiwoUld
1:1' cumbersome to list, if thk- official name were used) and 'the names =A in,.
vested so as to bring the derivatiims of a parent compound together. Theriv.

fRre CRC dimethyl'ketone in. the k's and Bentylonine'in the t'a (Toltiene,
Amino7). The cross references from sy6iires to the 'names under which compounds
arelleted Sre in the tables ,of CRC. Butlin:Limm'thpy are listed at the
bottom of the page bat!, Ehe'tablea4-4

4."

,:"-

*In Chemical Rubber Company Handbook,, paragraph! 1_ to 26 on pages C-55
.,..to.Cor58 and tri Langei Hantbook, on pagei 375 and 402-3 (1967 Led.) or 7-27
3Paed 7-754-55- (1973 td,). (f ages will differ in different iditions; it is

not essential that you use the latest edition.) ,

Y.

f
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. 4-
. The formula indiccs.of the tw.ollandbooka are different and in their

...

Iiway-T4present the two commonly used izethods of arranging moleculilr :formulas.
In 1,angethe elements in ,the formula nre,arranged using the Richter system.
In this system, the in-an orgadic compound forMulalollawing C

.(carbon) are a4anged4b, 0, N, S, Ft Cl, Bra I. All other elemenea. are
in alphabetical Order. The formulas 'axe arranged, first 11).? the climber of
carbon'atoms, second by. the number of different elements, and third by
the'quantities of these elements., In CRC the aystem.used f0 arranging
the elements in a formila is alphabetical after C (earbon), 4nd H (hydrogen).
The formulaii are artanged according to increasing numbers of C, Htand
remaining elements in alphabetical order.

Below are examples from each*,the indices which 'illustrate' the dif-
ference between the bid aystala:

Lange CRC

C2H4 C
2
H
3
I
2

C
2
H
5 C

2
H
4,

C2B3I2 ' / C2H5

C2H50I C2H510

C3H30Br- C3H3BrO.

.63H3Br20

.4

414,10

C
3
H
3OBr2

fa

1. Using the "Tables of physical constants of organic compounds" (do not use
'indicesexcept as a last resort) in,the two handbooks,locate the compound

. number given to 2,2-diMethylpentane (one of the Heptinesr.

The number in Chemical Rubber Company Handbook (CRC) is

ire"' The number in Lange's Handbook is.

2. Under what 'leading was the above compound llated in

CRC? Lange? *c"

3. Do the same as in questions ode and two for the following compoundi:

A.Pidramic acid 1. CRC

Lange

2. CRC

14

Lange

Air



s

B. 2 -Methyl -6-ditroquinoline

S 1 *;°*
A"

- I. CRC .

Lange

2; CRC

Lange

4.,The following elements may be part of an organic compound.. If the compound
was inthe formula ind-ices in CRC and Lange, in-what order would the
elements be in the formUia?

Br-(Bromine C-(Carbon) Cl- (Chlorine) H-(Hydrogen) 07(Oxygen)- S-(Sulfur)

CRC
OiONE111.11. 0.&10 MINIIIM10 OrINFINI110 Lange

-.5. Using the list of siN compounds below:

(a) write the condemted foriula es.it would appear in the indices of these
two bandbboks. You are to do this without consulting the handbooks
themselves._

A. benmoquinone CH(6)3CO*C0
CRC

4)

Lange

B. azoxybenzene 06H5:0)IN66H5 -

C. p-:bromobenzencsulfonyl ohloride
BroC

6
H
4
SO

2
Cl A

D. brombenzoic'acid BrC6H4CO2H .

- - .

. E. chloroiodobenzene

P. dichloroben;.ele C6H4C12

(b) Arrange these formulasiin the ordeithei would be listed:

CRC Lange
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,L'
4 4 . ig .

6

The Dictionary of Or-nn is Corn
,the editot of the first thrke.ed4,
'wheh information beyone,)ttac give

xercise Ib.

7
tilled'equentlx Called'Reilliion, after

8 - is geffierallo, the source Co check.

11 the handbooks aboyelaheedeOi. Read
the description of th'e Dictionary oh page 1 of your bibliography, then
-prodeed to lone of t1 -StPlow.i4questione as appropriate.

.

If you last'nftte beg1ns withsthe letterst

A to F - 'do uestion ppmber'7,y,,
G to - do question number a:.
N iosS - do question number
T to ; - do question number ltd

7A. Your interest in the c,,..uhd 2,2-dilethylpentane goes bey4n4 the basic
information in the hand..k; 'The source to check next is the Dictionary
of Organic Compounds. The call number is ScitRefjp/251/D4.9/1965. Look
up this coivound. ,

Under what heading is it'listee----

Whit physical properties are given which the handbook does not give?

What information is given that is not, in either handbook?

6
7B. Locate the,methyl ester ofdecanoic atid. Where is it listed?

. .

What other typia of derivatives (besides esters) of decanoic acid
are 1ists-d1

.*

What physical pr perty is uftally.given4or these derivatives, even
when only one property iesiven?

7C. Whit is the melting point of 15,16-dihydroxyoctadecanoic acid?

7D. What is the melting point of 9,12-dihydro-4=qteiric acid?

8A. Your interest is the compound 2-met4-6-nitroquinoline goes beyond the
basic,infortmtfon in the hapdbok.,-Ibesautte to check next. is the
Dictionary ogOrgaste Colippunds. Xbe call number is Sci /Ref /QD/251/
D4.9/1965; Look'up this compound. 7

Underwhat.heading'is it listed?

. Kra wily properties niven.which ari*ot:in the-handbook?
_

.

Note the compound 5-methylnopana.0What propegties are giteM besides
melting point and boiling ,point? "I

A
I

What information isgiven.thatis not in either handbook?

1.6
4

O

1'

4



BB: Locotc the methyl ester of.4-nitro-2-bulphobenzoic"acid. Where is it
listen

What other types of derivatives (beside; esters) of nitp3bulphobenzoic
,acid are listed?

What property is uouelly given :for these derivatives, even when
only one property is given?

B.C. Whit is thea;eiting point ofl-tnitiotoldquinone?

8D. What is the metling point of neothiobinupharidine?

9A. Your interest in the compound piciamic, acid goes begone the basic
information in the handbook. The ;source to check nets is the Dictionary
of Orrahic Compounds. 4, The call number is S.ci/Ref/QD/251/D4.9/1965.- .Look
up this:cospouadt

Under what heading is it listed?

Are any physical properties given whit are not in the handbook?

Notethe compound arctose. What propertiis are gibes besides the
melting4rd boiling point?, A-

What/informaeion Is given in the entry,for gicrahic acid that is not
in either handbook?

,

9B. Locate the methyl ester of 145-dtnitroanthranilic acid. Where is it
listed?

Wha't other types of derivftives (besides esters) are given for this
compound?

.

What property. is usually given for these derivatives, even, when 01127 ope-
property is given?

9C. What is the melting point of 4-bronoaciidio?

]OA. Your interest in the compound 1,4-butanedial goes beyond the information
.given in the handhot&s.' The source .to,xhecic next is the Dictionary' of
Organic Compounds. The call number is Scifitef/0/251/D4.9/1965. Look
up this compound.

Underwhat heading is ielisted?
#

.
'Area uy physical properties gi'vet)-which are not in the handbook? .

1

What information -in given in the entry for 1,4-butanedial that is not
it either handbook?

/P.

1
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Chemistry 13

Library Exercise III

April 1975

This exffrcisels deEigned to illustrate hues &Antes' Abstracts can be
Used to lerate tsformetftn on a specific thanatl compuund. You should
complete ti-1 steps outlired below and submit to ,ht Science Library your
ansurtx sheet whin you him!. couplited the amerctr-. It will be cheCked
and you will he informed thetber the exercise has been completed satis-
factorily or unsatisfactcrily.

`1. Reetd carefully theiattsChed sheets on the Item Guide. Whenever one
uses the iubjeot index to CA it is impoctev. t c bArswe yrytt are using
the proolt guy:diet entry. This is particularly true for organic compounds
since 0re are severs! different nisei by vhich compounds can idea-tifier (roe ofvticb will fib uled in the indexes. The cross ref-
erences ,roe one form to another aro not in the indexes, but are collected
-together in the "/ndet Guide". But even the "Index Guide" does not have
all possible cross references. You should k7ow-that many compouads.are
only listed under the ease of the paxeht cocpound, e.g., N-acetylaspartic;
scid is listed onlytuidersisPartic,ne.id.

2. Select the compound er*aat page 2 which ham the number watching the number
in-the upper right coraer of this sheet. Identify the proper CAMS and
form under which literature on that compound-is indexed.

3. - Read carefullyr.the at :ached sheets an the subfect inds... to CA. 7944 is
a lengthy docUment but is well voluft the time it takes to read it Raving
read it, use of t=ad should much /eve: confust You should focus
particularly can the iitroductory section mte 1 this u1, 4. On pages 4
through 6 reed particularly carefully paragraphs 11, 14, 20, and 22.

4.' Locate the page. in the 1967-71'"Co1lectete Subject I .iax" on which your
topic (compound) first appears.

5. Locate one article on the pcopertita of youT-7tomppund.

6. Locate (\ne article on the effects of yoier compound on living organisms

7, Locate the part, in the Jan.-June 1972 six -tenth indx, of which 'intr.
topic (com.-ct-0) firs: appesre.

A

8

s.



II/1 1. AbaCisic acid

2. 1,2 DihYdroaceaathrylene

3. Oipropylsoetic acid

4. ACTS '

5. ARP-

61 Agilon D

I. Allicin,

8. Amin

9. Barbital

10.N-Hydroxybenzaxide

11'. N-Phenytbenzamide

12. Benzamyl .

13. Axinobenzene

14. Cocaine

15. DDT

16. 14-Disetboxyethane

17. 1,17Dipbinoxyethade

18. Ethanol

19. PentUeeIhylethanol

20, Ethyl ketone'

21. Eudan

22, Dextrose

23. Indopan

24. Lsoasyl iodide

25. Isoamyl sulfide

'

S

-2j

26. Benryl ethyl - ketone

27. Beaty' methyl ketone

28. LSD 25,

29. Matboxyaedthene

30. 2-Eydroxymenthol

31. tptimatonethane

.;32. Ethoxyasthame.

33. Phenylaethane

34.'TetribrOisomethana

?5. Tricholomethana,

36. Acetylasthano1

37. MUconic acid

38. Mnaromic acid

39. Murexthe

40. Acetylnaobthol

'41. Nexahydronicotinic

42. NPA

43. Isooctane

44. Octanedioic acid

.45. 1-Penteho2

46. Phenalafn

47.,Acetylphenasine

G.

acid

I



00.

0-1 EMT C A BSTRA CT '4.

INDEX GUIDE

PrirRODUCTION

This roitirse or the Index :.tide is a edited= cf=
cross-references, bawling not ts, synonyms, and
hstratire st octant! &Lira= preyextd from 19E17 to
d.te, for us in cceijuttetion s ith the 8th Collis:tire
S Jjeci Inds, (Volume?'66 th ough 75, =meth) the
ircluire per;odI90? to 1971) to *mime collictire
v_kance, only these croes-refe_z peat, u-Jtes, synonyms,
and dingraur: were belndcd bi this Saibject Index that
were justiliel by index entrie slot that partictlz set
of CA hack- es. Therefore,- ..ty a portion of this
valuable ink rmatinu, was an to tto orate ct a
particular cc:keen volume a' the pi

. Now-this infromatioa is bps...,
Index Guide:

The introductice
inforination in an
task most succesilt

widei used in cc

or an of them, beet the Tads elide exults three names ;cost
freceratly used ia the chemical litaatere Iui a portiagar coci.
pound tad cross-mks exec to thr relerred -CA tides name.
Foe =ample, CA Wean the compea id CI at
2Betancess. The systematic names so at ee =wady used is the
litanaere we ethyl actlit ketosis sad siethylnartece; tbcrelore,
secs-refercattes at the irretied same Jratcco, ceryl ase--1 and

mothil- guide the aver to li-lhat.r.oes. Leas used
trate:cork alma, each as Mimes, ask mid Irrace-1- to
num bat tiro of meta tre act lathed al aketem.
referestas is the Index Gale. Crecy -ti ferenera me alto made for
troasystecestie saran wilds see fa In vend sae; ks esamrSe,
nalumel Ixesiset sox-- Isoormet W..=. es, pleameoc=tical
resesi. *abed, an 1 hisnitcry emtg oatbos

1- 3 , as eat lortr-ployed me..4ti for a

ie)41/-21 / mum the Uteri re, a cram-
Mete! by systematic acroeachture

meet eye awl: kid= metre. For
trysescebuterlas we old be a.
tend tier-t Cs dogs, wh-aeas it has
11 Del Z1,2,a2t-e=fir-zol M-
x cat Cr.Nt :kg se-d =IT JP"
Ir to the latter mums thertrore
Wet Cfredt.
other form of ekora-rtferatee
scent atlefecanaara is the
fa at a. toss- refer.
carts sal covers a family of

oirristes the priatiog of a
defences By it, the fad

For- an 11'6
should list tk index oyi-M_____62-6

When the C.4 practict .
am le not known, t
notes in the Index Gt
ten:nine the correct la
Subject Inefer4 should
whichentrics sue setteet

CAS Re gEtri Ntztnb
aments and cbougealixe
unambiguous east/twat . tilt
Rcgistry Number is. tall with one
&Aflame cisc4ical unity (as inbjett Wes lettrodno.
x,114 and 23).

The follomsg are brief doe intim of the typo of
ea tries found in the Index Gni&

1. Cross-rf. resteefer cheinhill compounds
In a printed :ides, it le aseenso 10 theme Rtes avark&sof

per 3.1e manses t re oat that but sue s the criteria of CA's Lain.
her policies; sal chorea, Miasma e e at be sued laverfably.
eitde the Wiz wee to esf27, teas -rte hoot ether
systematic and tathreapiorsd mass s are amid liberally is the

urea
Isets.rxtdds. r -

the eloOkst el ebedeal eon ; welds um Wismar eit.

thatins and =clop of the
lie, Acetic WA, set* is
at Me, the tier is tojefer .

eacomptie
fatness. Orreviou of

.see la am* Wan pettlatatievereng
I A

lade to the tbres 31464 bags Medico:_ alkLi sad P-Tom

Stuslitlitslik*

ackt Ind to .the meay daftness bead wider tack. lAkswit:
tat crosweeteses

911.Zed= r..04.0.
lode to ssy-of UM* earns! leogoda.

Sometimes the identtheation of a sperific eierivatire of a coca-
is ie not eximpiris ht the bafflers leerdiaa for that «impound. ..,s4

Bolas, Weskits, hydra:ones, arlairs, end emote typ s of Mos.
ids sad Syskies, fof &stance, are ideat led is the iiiitiloce 414
(the lades -type modiSeatica, see the 3x god kin Int rode:cam,
TO) audartthe kaki- imesting. *WWI this Med of compound is
1110111÷laysdototightly dittos:at luau kt regainal. Pat ezarapie

20 aing=" aim
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R FOR RESEARCH 0s4 ulluZATION OF !,:lEreag:ANOATLEDGEFINSTITUTIEFOR SOCIAL RESEARCHFTHEuNivEASITY OF MICHIGAN

Appi ARBOR, 141CFOCAN 48106
...

PROJECT ON SCIENCE EDUCATION IN.SCIE4TIFICCOMMUNICATfON,
.

This project, funded by the National Science Foundation's 01vision of Science
information, is trying to pull-together what is happening in higher education in
teaching science and engireering students aboutiscientific'communication, infor-
mation resources, and infcrmation systems. We know that many concerned science
educators and information specialists are doing innovative things in this area,
trying to overcome the,prccess of gradual and Incomplete osmosis through which many
students learn about the important mechanisms and systems through which they will
gather and distribute infcrmation during their professional careers. ,Theproblem
is to *find these people, to learn %hat they are doing, and to link them to others
like themselves and t9,,Information resources.

We found clusters of activity and partial linkage networks beginning to form,
but Zoo often pebple at one campus are not aware of what is going on across campus
or across the state. We need help to overcome this. BeloW we will llst.the topics
we are interested inf, if you are interested in or working on,any of these; we may
be.able to help each other:

1. The'roie of communication in science: how formal and informal scientific
communication works, is unproved; and relates to productivity and con-
tributions of scientists.

2. The history and growth of Icientif0Information and the scientific in-
. _ formation industry. f

3. individual and organizational strategies for coping with information.

4. Supports and barriers in starting a unit or course in this area; stra-
tegies for getting started.

5. Using scientific information resources: information specialists, libraries,
reference and supabrt services, computerIzedan4-other information sys'tems.

6. Commullgating science to scientists an0ton-scientists.
4

If you areiteaching any of these to your students, are doing research on
-k

them,.or
know someone who is,. please let us know.( in return for your help we will provide
a report containing ideas on innovative curricula, useful information resouroes,
strategies fo'r getting started, and linkages to other people, literature, services,
and programs.

-Please feel free to pass ,this sheet arouhd, send us re letter, course outtjne,
Ideas, prbblems'you hiite encountered; "cries for help," or whatever. We will also
accept collect'cailansl we like.visitors, too.

Please contact:' -/

.

Dr. David A. Lkngwood

4313) 764-2560

or Dr. Stephen D. Nelson

(313) 764-2554

SCience Educators' Project
CRUSK, Institute for Social Research
P.O. Box'1248
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

21
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CONTENT RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

David Lingwood

Stephen Nelson
1CRUSK -

October 18, 1976

This Is a hur edly-prepai.ed listing of some of the key informa.tion
resources in the va 'ous content headings we have developed dealing with
scienticc-communica ion and STI. We have leaned to and published written
Asources. These are good places-to start for background. Next you might

e ISI's SCI or. SOCSCI to find more regent authors dealing with topics
of interest an-titers of precedent authors. Other goed sources for fur-
ther material ihciude the various data files available ft-6m Lockheed and SDC/
information Science Abstracts (fOrmerli Documentation Abstracts), the LOEX /

project (Library Orientation Exchange, Eastern Kichjgan University, Carolyn
KirkerMall, Tirector), the Annual Review gf Information Science and Technology
iparlos Cuadra, ed., Encyclopaedia Britanalca,'Inc.--check. the "Information
needs and-uses" chapters in each yearly edition),and-the-Journal of.the
American Society for Information'Sciehte.

initerms of local information resources 'we heartiry.recommend your
libraryrscience or library staff members, who will usually have good con-
tact with the field (at.least toward the bottom of our content classifida-
tion). Also, most professipnal.associations have a JOurnal or newsletter
covering professional activities- -these often cover scientific communication
problems, and are'good guideseto "invisible collegei" dealing with informa:
tion, and to people you can fink to.

)

LEADS TA POSSIBLE COURSE CONTENT

1. The process of science- -usually including coverage of the role of
communication in science.

Allison, tavid (ed.), The R&D Game, Cambi'idge, Mass. MIT Press,
1969.

,

Cole, Jonathan R. and Cole, Stephen, Social Stratification,in
Science, thicago:-University of Chicagb Press, 1973.

Greenberg, Daniel S., 'Jhe Politics of Pure Salience, New Ydrk: the
New American 1,1br2ty,_1967.

Hagstrom, Warren, The Scientific Community,- New York:.Basic Books,:
1965.

Kuhn, Thomas S., The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1962. (See 2nd edition for an
up-dated Preface.),

4 It.

Mirton, Robert K., The Matthew Effect In Science, Science, 159,
Jan., 1968, pp. 56-63. r

.

22
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Merton,

0 --

..-.,... , . ..toMerton, Rbbert K., The Sociology of Science, Chicago: UnIverstty -ft.
t-
... .,of Chicago

.Press,.1973 ,.: c

Pelz, Donald.C., and Andrews, FAnk°M,, Scientists in OrganfiatiOns
New Yoric: Wiley, .1966% (Also revised edition, Ann Arbor:-

.

. institute' for Social Research, 1976.)'
.

Research, , -,

Price; Derek J.ieSola, Science Since Babylon, New Haven: Yale
Universityrress, 1961.

Shils, Edward (ed.), Criteria for Scientific.6evelopment, Public
Policy and National Goals, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Preps, 1968.

'''`k 4r

Watson, James 0., The Double Helix, New York: Atheneum; 1968.

2. -The Growthof Science and Scientific Information
,

Crane, Diana, Invisible Colleges: Diffusion of Knowledge in Scientific
Con nities, ChicagoL:UniYersity,of Chicago Press, 1972.' -(See
Chapter 2 and the bibliography of this key book for more references.)

4

Institute for.Scientific,Informatioh, "The Paper Blizzard" (film),
IS1.

Verek 4, DeSola, Little Science Big Science, New York: Corumbia
UnJveritty Press, 1,443.

Quantity, Qualityf and Assessment of Scientific Performance

A.
Cole, J.R., and Cole S. (see section 1 above).

Gaston, Jerry, Originality 4nd Competition in Science: A Study of the
British High Energy Physics Community, Chicago': University of

Chicago Press, 1-573,,
t 4 ". I

Whitney, Richard:and Prost,,P.enelope, The Measurement of Performance id
Research,. Humanaelations, 24, 1971, pp. 161-178.

.

NOTES: (1) Many of the works in Section 1 cover this topic as well:. (2) Much
of the current debate among researchers of science (and department
chairmen, too) Jnyoives use of citation indices tck measure performance.
Garfield at ISI is in the middle of this, the Cole and Cole Book covers
it, and also see: Cole, J., and Cole S., Meisuring,the Quality of

Sociologi441 Research: Problems ip the Use of the Science Citations
4 Index,'TheAmerican Sociologist, 6, 1911, pp. 23-29.

23
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,

4i Scientific Communication,;
($ce many of the above, plus:)

9'

.

. ode Reuck, A., and Knight; A. (eds.), Symposium on Communication in

Science, Boston, Mass.: Little, BroWn, 1967,

Herner, Saul, A Brief Guide to Sources of Scientific and Technical
Information, Washington, D.C.: Information Resources Press, 197.

.
t

%,

Nelson, Carnot E.; and Pollock, D.K. (eds.), Communication among
Scientists and Engineers, Lexington:,D.C. Heath, 1970.,

'Paisley, Williath J.,m,The Flow of (Behavioral) 'Science tni-oratiori: A
Review of the Researcb Literature, Stanford: Institute for Com-
munication Research, 1965. (May be out of print--need to check
availability through ERIC and NTIS.)

Rosenbloom; Richard S. and Wolek, Francis W., Technology, Ihformatfon,
and Organization: InformationTransfer in Industrial R&D,, cambOdge:
Hafvard University, 1967

5. Use of STI: CourSes, Systems, and Resources
-(The DiSalvo case studies are good here, as is the Annual Review

, of Information Science and Technology; check recent iss4es first.)

BSrber, A., Stephanie, BarraclOugh,izabeth D., and Gray, W. Alexander,
On-LineAnformatioc Reti-leval as a Scientist's Tool/ information
Storae and Retrieval, 9, 1973, pp. 429-440.

Borman, Lorraine, and Mittman, Benjamin, 'Interactive Search of Biblio-
, graphic Data Bases in an Academic Environment, Journal of American

,Society for Information Science, 23, 1972, pp. 164-17i.

'14%Caruso, Elaine; TUtorial Programs (Or Operation of On-Line Retrieval
Systems, Journal of Chemical Documentation', 10, 1970, pp. 98-105.

Elman, Stanley A., Cost Comparison of Manual and On-Line.Computertzed
Literature Searching, Special Lbra'ries, 66, 1975, pp.-I2-18.

-Panta, P.P., and Sydney, i.M., Modern Techniques in' Chehlical Information:
A New Graduate-Undergraduate Course'at Illinois institute of

. Technologlk, Journal of Chemical Documentation, II, 1971, pp. p8 -99.

itierner, Saul, An Experimental Course in Information Gathering for
Scientists and Engineers, Journal of Chemical Documentation-, 9,
1969, pp. 99-102.

2

.14

an, Stella (ed.), Ke Pa ers on the Use of Coth uter-based Bibliora hic
Services, Washington, D.C. . American Soci4ty for, Information, Science.
National Federation of Abstracting and indexing Services, Philadelphia,
1973.

t

11
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Kennedy, James R., Kirk, Tliomas, and Weaver, Gwendolyn A., Course-
.< Related Library Instruction, A Case Study of the English and

Biology Departments at Earlham College, Drexel Library Quarterly,
7, 4971, pp. 277-297.'

Lancagter, F.W.r and Fayen, E.G., Information Retrieval On-Line, Los
Angeles: Melville Publishing Co., 973.

Lubans, John, Educating the Library User, Newyork: R.R. Bowker, 1974:

Martin, D.E., and Ro n, E., Who's Tekhing 'chemistry.Literature These-,Days?; Journa themical Documentation,,9, 1969,- pp. 95-99

Milby,
Literature, BikScience,,23, AWL

ppi. 03-669.

Nationat\Bureau- of Standards, U.S..Department of Commerce. Reference,
Collation of Information on Worldwide Engineer,ing Information
Syste1ns and Services. .Address:,NBS/DoC, Washington, D.C. 20234.
Contact Person: Mrs. Cheryl Wise (301) 921-2587.'

Schneider, JOn H., et al.,' (eds.), Survey of CoM4ercially Mailable
\

Oomputer-I\eadable Bibliographic Data Bases, vtshington,DX.: American
Society f0- information Science, 1973.

. :

1

Seven, Wintfr d, Use of MEDL1NE in a-Medi6a1 Literature Course, Journal
of Educ -tion for Librarianship, 15, 1974, pp: 94.40.

. . Government, Federal Science and Technology Communication Activities.
( NTIS: PB 253-975 ($5.50 paper, $2.25 fiche). (Lists technology
/ transfer activities, data bases, and scientific publications for

...,_,/ each federal agency.) , . ,

As.

Wood, D..14., Instruction in-the Use of Scientific and-Technical Littiac
tur, Library Association Record, 70, 1968,

Woodburn,'H.M., etireval and Use of the Literature Of-.Inorganic Chemis.-
. try, Akira of Chemical Education,.9,-1972, pp:

,

A

Finally (1)*the following proVides good advice, lists suppleMentaryinaterials
for popular data bases, talks some about terminals, etc.:.

=

Wax, David M.4 A Handbook f& the Introduction of On-Line Bibilo9raphic
Search Services into Academic Libraries, Occasional faper,i4, Office
of Universi-ty Library Management Studies, Association of Research
Libraries,' 1521 New Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
($5.00).,

(a.

Nc,
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neneral Biology:- 'Library gulellO44)

-5-itere

is What is your 'status at Earlfism?

A. rreihman

B.,Sonhomore

C. Junior

O. Senior

lam Which exercise did you complete? .

A. Ecology

B. Genetics

C. Octopus

2.. In which division in your major field of stUdy likely to be?

A. Humanities
,. P

B. Social Sciences

Cy Scien&es

11, Other

Unknown

8. As a beginning atud/elt in biology who-wants to study root growth' I should
staFt'my library 4arch by:

A. studying encycloledias and texts that have material on plant deyelopmeilt

B. looking vo root growth in the card catalog 4,

C. checking a dt&tiOnary-of botaniCal terms-,

D. reading 1y text
.

10R. The subject headings under which a particular library book (which you'
'knOw about) is listed can ,be identified by:.

;

A. checking theTre4 book" (L.C. list of subject headings)

B. checking the subject" half of the card catalog uncer -.the key words -from .

the title - 0

C.-looking at tracings atildttom of &uthor card'im the`card cagalog

-D. finding the hook'erclassification number and looking it u$ in the

classification tables

12. file card catalog is a limited bibliographic tool because:'.

A. 4..does not index Chapterei or parts of books

B. It listsconly booke- in the libtary

rt'does not index periodical articles

D. All of the abery* 26
44
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- 4,

. ,
l

. ,

13R. The .aymb
\of sa eAn tlie Library of Congietns list of subject headings

/ i(the "red book") list means: .

A. see also for related more snecific headings

A., see also foi related more general hLdings,-

..C. dee also for more general(dz nearly synonomoun) headings

D. All of the..above

15. A key -word index is.'difficult'to use because:
C.

A. multiple access to individual titles means a large number of useless

terms are included

R. it uses the language ,of the field and is thus standardized
.

C. handling large numbers of teems makes publishiig the index slow

re is only one entry for each title .

.16. cience itation index is a good inde or beginners in A subject

field becau :

A. itdoesn't gae subject headings

B. it is easy to learn to use it

C. it is interdisciplinary

D, it Is more up to date than moat other science indexes

18. Ple Reader's ;Guide to 'eriodieal Literature is not a good index to use in
a search of the biological literature. because:

P
A. it doesn't cover any important scientific-journals

covers only a few iMPortant scientific journals

C. the index is not precise enough for searching a scientific subject

. D. the time delay in publicatibn makes Coverage of. very recent literaturr
impoisible

19R.,In recent years (since 'world War-II) a new class of scientific literature
has developed And.become one of the mostimportapt sources of information

for the undergraduate. These annual review -typeOpublications are udeful

(and important to unddrgraduatds) because:
,

A. they ;provide dntertaining popularized reviews of scientific tcipica

B. they report the latest research' I.

,C, th07.proVide.a goQd up-to-date substitute fot textbA%

1V4 they review and evaluate"the recant literature 612,41 topic

44
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..d. . i

21. Search strategy suggests going from general works to the most specific
wnrkn in a step by step process. If this strategy is used, the
literature Mould be consulte4On the order:

A. Research articles, Reviews, Treatises, 'texts and Encyclopedias'

B. Reviews, Treatises, Research articles; Texts and Encyclopedias

{r:d>lTextsao4 Encyclopedias, Treatises, Reviews, Research articleh

R.,Texts and Encyclopedias, Research articles, Reviews;Vreatiees
-#'

22. To find odl irther library has the .following references you would look
in the:

A...'card catalog .Am

NB. serials list

1 i. KOopman. Evolution 4:135-138.

2. Roe. Behavior and Evolution.(1958).

3. Hoskins; Annual Review of Applied Entomology 1:89-117(1q56).

4: Holden. 'Organochlorine InsecticideResidues in Salomfd Fish",
Journal of Applied Ecology 23:45-53 (1966).

A. Harrison. "So-re Cohsiderations in the Foriaulation of Human Phylogeny ",
in Washburn, Classification and Human Evolution (1963).

7. "Organic Insecticides", McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and
Technology :140 S1466).

8. Robinson; "Relationships and Trends fn.Hominal,Evolution", in
Symposium on 'Time and Stratigraphy in the Evolution of Man (1967).

the following page is a list of cards all of which appear under the subject
heading "geftttics". You are working on each of.the topics below and need
information as indicated. Lint your first and second choice-books for each
topic and wliy you chose them.

'f
Bef,:ipOing a pipet an senetice and need an introductory text:

29. lRt chdlce:

30e 2nd choice:

31. Why?
1

I am a biologylaajoildwis 'writing a paper on the structure of DNA
'and need detailed aerial on the subject:

32. 1st choice:

33* 2nd choice:-
).

34.

OP t

;) 23
4

4.7

"6.
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General Itialogy: Library Quiz (10-74):
. Disttibuti., of s .1975=76

Perfect score is.22.

Score'

,

22 .

21

20.

\,?
subjects,Number of subjects getting that score

0°

3;

19 11
18 6

17 . 16
16 20

15 26

14 22'
13 A 22

12 1.13

11 9

10 3 .

1 6

8 7

7 3

6 10
5 0
4 3
3 0

2 1

1 0
0 0.

$ Mean 13.5

r

2D

C



N

1303t. Office Box 1

(7.

1st term 4:/ 1st exam 47., 2nd exam

2nd term /-/ exam

The evaluatio criteria bele,iare an atteh)t to give 'You an "objective
evaluation" of the sality-of the' bibliography included with your library
exam. The criteria rct-take'into actount the peculiarities of the

-,!Iiteraturo of the part cular area of your top4. Rather it attempts in
a general' wa4=ndica the, quality of your biblfbgraphy as it relates
to the gener teriaa ted beleo: We in the library would be ahppy to
discuss with you why your sere was low and how your use of the library
could have bein better. You refessor has not seen this evaluation sheet,
,and the-store is not part of gridgg on whith your course grade depends.

Tom Kirk

Criteria
Score

1.-The appropriateness of this material cite as sources
of information for a scholarly paper th b ogy.
(Appropriateness is reputation Of source, age
source, etc.1,

.2. The appropriatness of the material cited as sources
of Information for thu particUlar subject being
studied. (Appropriateness reputation of source,
age; author authority)

.

3. A reasonable number of primary sources, from a *
variety-Of titles. This shows, fame confrontation
with the indexing-services thattare
(1 point/source) t_

A

A. Inclusion of several most important secondary
sources and texts in the field being studied.

points /source)

Numher'of references. Anything less then 10 items
__would raise the question:of coipleteness.' This will,
vary greatly, from subject toeubAect and must be

'

Considered a minor point. (less than 4 sources-0'
points; 4-6.sources1.1 pt.; 7-9 sources-2 pts.; 10 or

:=ore'sources -3 pts..) )

6. Consistent acceptable format used in the cited
literature sectimt. 4Inconsififeat formai, incomplete
infoimation -0 pts.; inconsistent format, complete ,
information-1 pt.; unacceptable-consistent format,-
cOipleteinformation-4 tale, consistent
format wit4 complete lt pts.)

30

y

5 4 3 2 1.0

5 4 3 2-1-0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 6

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0



Bibliography gvaluation Results
'Perfect core is 26

4,

Number of streets getting that scoreScore

26 8

25 16
24 18
23 13

22 18
21 20.

20 15 .

19 17
18 13

. 19
16

1-15

`kr, 6

8
,s1

L

14 2

3..3 5

12 0

11 2

10 4- 0

Mean

1973-74

18.7

Hear scoreSection

1 -19.0
2 20,0
3 21.0
4 19.5
5 c 10.0
6 - 23.0
7 20.0

19.0

1968-69
1

Lecture group..

Exercise group -

Meat score: 18.6

Mean score: 16.3

4,
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SA A

LIBRARY USER'S OPINION-SCALE
RESULTS

D SD.

't

1. I get a. pleasant feeling of anticipatiowyhen I

4 A. '( 1.7
- -B. ' 4.0

C. - 14.7
D. ii.1
E. 211.7

. .

SA=Stronply Apree
Al.Agree.

D..Disagree

SDStrooply Disapree
nNumber of respondents

go to a library.

22.7 62.2 . 13.3 358
51.0 34.0 11.0 100
155.9 36.1 3.3 61
59.9 30.6 6.1 , 49-
64.7 15.2 1.4 283

2, The main,job of a ltbrarian is to check out books, send
notices, and collet :: fines.

A. 10.9 70.r 18,7 -` 0.3 358
B. 0.0 1.9 , 30.1 68.0 103
C. 0.0 11.9 29.9 58.2 67
D. 0.0 1.9 40.4 57.7 52
E. 0.0 6.3 56.8 36.8 285

out overdue

3. Anything that you can't learg about the useof a, library in
hour is probably no_ worth knowing.

A. 46.9 -45.5 7.3
B. 2.0 33.3 T

, C. 0,0 '50.0
D. 0.0 0.0 43.1
E. 0.0 2.1 55.0

4. I feel

A.

B.

C.

D.

. E.

5 Trajted
one can

0.

61.8
48.4
56.9
42.9

well able to d9 research in ihe'library.

4.1 19.2
17.10 69.6
20.9 61.2
19.6 74.5
12.3 60.8

66-.8

12.7
17.9
2.0

24.8

librarians 'lave skills that
get bold of.

9.4
0.0

3:9

2.1

371,
102
64

51
289

365
99
67

51

281

an

can make a vast different is what

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

0.6
66.9

71.9
61.5
53101.,

2.2

32.0
'28.1

.7 ,

4

'

9
41.7

0.1
0.0
3.8
3.1

55 .5

0.0
0.0
1.9
0.0

362
103
64

52
287

,-,-,
6. In researching'for a tern paper, I often feel that there

materials on my topic thit I've somehow overlooked.
are

A. 0.3 :16.8 55.1 27.8 356.E
B. 27.5 '.57.8 14.0 0.0 102
C. 22.3 59.13 17.9 0.0 67
D. 15. t 53.8 / .30.8 0.0 52
E. 18.6 61.5 " 19.3 q:6 275

32



Results, page 2

7. If Pdo
usually

not feel ttat I m finding what I need in the library, /
ask a- librarian for help..

A. 0.37 6.7 59.2 '33.8 358
10.9 0.0 101

40.3C. 49.3 10.4 0.0 67
D. 28;9 59.6 11.5 0.6 52
E. 36.8 60.7- 2.5 0.0 280

8. Most librarians, according to my impression, are rather stuffy.

A. 15.0 58.4 23.1 3.3 341
B. 2.1 9.3 63.9 24.7 97
C. 3.0 4.5 72.7 19.8. 66
D. 1.96 7.84 64.7 '25.5 .. 51
E. -1.1 11.6 57.8 29.3 287

9. When I do research to the library for a paper, I usually feel that
my earch for materials has been successful.

A. 2.7 2442 66.8 6.1 365
B. 6.0 80.0 14.0 0.0 100
C. 10.66 '71.2 17.0 1.2 66
D. 5.8 82.7 9,6 1.9 52
E. 5.1 73.6 20.9 0.4 277

10. Librarians commonly give the impression that they's rather not be
bothered by,peopleyinting:special help.

-

A. 16.4, 3.8 ,

359
B. 1.0 15.8 101
C.4 1.2 9.1 66
D. 1.9 3.8 52
E. * 2.5 9.5 285

27.8

65.3
56.1
65.4
56.8

2.0

17.8

33.6
28.8

31.2 -.

11. Learning how to use thi; library

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

3.8

9.0
54.5..

3.8
13.0

.61.9
54.0

36.5
59.6
70.1

, 32.1
320 5.0
'4.5 4.5

. 26.9 9.6
14.8 1.1

efficiently is not very difficult.

A. Freshmen, 1975-76, Beginning-
t. GB Freshmen, 1975-76, Term II .

. C. Sample of seniors, class of 1976 Teri II :

BiologyqemistO, Geology majors--Senlors, 1976--Term II
E, Freshmen, 1976T47, Beginnitt

312

100
66

52

277

33
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ADti

973 -77) Title

Four-year Bound Periodical Use Survey
Wildman Scienc Library, Farlham College

1973-1977

Total Cumulative %,
Use - of total use

1973-77 18,646

1

3

Science

Nature

American Chem Soc. Jrl.

4 Scientific Amet-aan

5 Jrle of Biological Chen.

6 ' _ Lance \.....

7. Ecology

. 8 New England Jrl. of Med.

9 .1V1. ofcr.1,Biology

10 Nat'l. Acad. of Sci. Proc.

11 Evolution

12 Chem. Soc. (London). Jrl.

13 American Naturalist
.

,,!)

14 Biochemistry

15- Jrl. of Marnalogy

16 Animal Behavior

17 Jrl. of Molecular Biology

2465 13.2

l30 22.4

1234, 29.1 //
r9 34.4/

. /

629 .8

489 40.4

481 43.0.0,

406 .45.2

'38 47.2

84 49.3

356_
..1

51.2'

is.

342 53.0
.

,322 . 54.8

321 56.5

292 58.0

275 4' 59.5

250 6Q.9

scription
price

oore Cottre1; '77)

$ 60.00

98.00'

112:00

15.00

200.00

30.00

42.00

22.00

*IRS

55.00

25.00

895.00

24.00

104.00

21.go

60,00

470.85

1

Currulerive %

of total budget
('76-'77) for
all titles'
.57,770

.77%

2.03

3.47

3.66

6.24

6.62

7.16

7.45

7.45

8.15

8.48

20.00

20.30

21.64

21.91

22.68 35

28.74



Four-year Bound Periodical Use Survey - page 2

Overall
Rank

(1973-'177)

iS

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

36 35

4

Title

Total-
Use

1973-77

Cumulative %
of total use

Subscription
price

'(Moore Cottrql '77)

r.
British Medical Journal 241 62.2 $ 56.00

AuR 219 63.3 20.00

Amer. Jrl. Clinical-Nutrition 218 64.5 30.00

Plant Physiology 189 65.5 100.00

American Scientist 176 66.5 NRS

N.Y. Academy of Sci. Annals. 158 67.3 .40.00

Journal of Bacteriology 150 68.1 105.00

Quarterly Review of Biology 147 68.9 24.00

Animal Behavior Monographs 140 h9.6 NLS

American Medical Assoc. Jrl. 137. 70.4 NRS

Journal of Chemical Education 127 7f.1 9.00

Analytical Chemistry 124 71.7 12.00

American Midland Natur.alliti
w

123 72.4 20.00

Federation Proceedings 111 73.0 38.00

American Journal of Botany 108 73.6 34.00

-Pcr
' Cold Spring Batbor Symposia 106 0 74,1 55.00

Ecology Monographs 105 74.7 20.00

BioScience 104 75.5 32.00

New tcientist_ 103 75.8 49,00

Cumulative %
of total budget

('76-'77) fnr
all titles

=S7770)

29.47%

29.72

30,07

31.36

31.36

31.87

33.22

33.53

,33.53

33.53

33.65

33.80

34.06

34.55

34.99

35.68

35.95

38.36 37
36.°9.



Four-year Bound Periodical Use Survey - page 3

Curulative 1Overall
Total Cumulative % Subscription of total budgetRank
Use of total use price (L.76-'77) for(1973-77) 'Title ' 1973-77 (Moore Cottrqi '77) all titles

38

(=S7770)
37

38

39

40

41

42

43 Botanical Review

43

44

45

45

46

46

46

46

47

48

49
A9

Condor

Journal of Organic Cheristry

Behaviour

97

96

95

Amer. Assoc. Petroleum Ceolsgists. 93
Bulletin

Jrl. of MamMalogy. Supplement

Cher'ical Reviews

Jrl. of Experirental Biology

Physics Today

Fndocrinology

Tetrahedron

92

87

86

Jrl. ofiGeophysiCal'Researctr 86

Angewandt Chemie 83

Astrophysical Journal 82

Developmental Biology 82

Amerfcan Jrl. of Medicine 77

Archives of Environrental Pealth 77
4

Audubon /7

Geological Soc. of Amer..Bulletin 7
75

74

73

73 (1

76.3

76.8

77.3

77.8

78.3

78.8

79.3

79.7 5

80.2

80.6

S

'81.1

81.5

82;3

82.7

83.1

83.5

83.9

84.3

s 20.00 376.25

104.00 38.59 -

105.4 2 39.95-

50.00 40%59

NRS 40.59

60.00 .4136

16.00 41.57

220.00 44.40

115.50 45.69

130;00 47.56

255.50 50.85

'NLS 50.85 '

18 :00 51.08

13.00 51.25
%

74.00 52.20 .

95.00
, 53.42

24.00 53.73

35.00 54.18

NLS 54.18

39



.. .(Fourbyear Bound Periodical Use Survey - page'4 It
,. '') .-.,

Cumulative %
. Over 11 , Total CuMulaive % Subscription of total budget,:, RA Use of-total use price . ('76-'77) for

(197a-7741 Title _ - 1973-77 e ( "Dore Cottrel '77) .all titlfs

50

- 51

'52

-51,

53

54

55

56

'57 '

-57-,

58

,

159

'60

61. .

'63

63

40 61;

65

..alse

(--$17703

Journal of teology 72. 84.7

Chelaiiery 70
85.1 .

/,

''-----,_
. Physiologica Ieviews 66

85,-4-

..1
Psychophysiology 66 85.8

-
Biological Bulletin 64 86.1

Jrl. of Chemical Physics 62 86.4
4

__

/
..

Bacteriological Revievb 61 86.8t

i 'Natural History 59 87.1
1 ., ,

_H Psychononlc Science 58 874 ,A
.

Sky tcTelmscope. 58 -87.7

-Eft.'iomo1§giN1 Sbc. of Amer. Ann-ats 56 88;0

Copeia
5i. 88.3

I. ,
A 0

Water,Pollution Gothrol 53 88.b
. -

Jrl. of Physical' Chemistry 51 88,8

.Trl.t of experimental ZoOlny 500 s 89.1

Chemical Soc. (LOndon). (14arSerly 48 89.4

Genetics 48 tia
89.6o..

Physiological ology AL. . 89.9

. Nutrition Reviews -

°
46 90.1,

a

'$ 26.00

8.00

30.00

30.00
*

,
'44.00

195.00

20.00

54.5

54.62

55.00

55.39

55.57

58.68

J,58,34

NLS

NLS

10,00

v.50

20.0d

35%00

KIS

NLS

35.00

MILS

12.00

58.34

58.34
4z).

58.47

58.91.;'.

59.17

59.62

59.62'

59.62.

59.62

60.07

60.07.

60.22



7 .

yOur--year
Bound Periodicals Use Survey - page 5

Cumulative Z.,

Overall Total 7- Cumulative X Subscription of total budget
. Rank . Use of total use price ('76-'77) for

. (1973-77) Title 1973-77
I( (Moore Cottrel '77) all title'-.

/
(=S7770)

.
.;66 . Biological Reviews

66

66

67

.Inorganic Chemistry

Pediatrics

Physical Review

68 -Limnology & Oceanography

69. Chemical & Engineering News

70'

70

American Jrl. 42f Science e
,

, "-Ns-

Entowolggical Soc. of Amer. Bull.

Environmental Science & Tech.

71 Jr1. of Economic Entomology

.72 EcOnomic Botany
°

73- American Zoologist

74 Accounts of Chemical Research

75 Postgraduate,Medioine

76.
Jrl. of Paleontology

76 Ohio JO.. of Science 4

77 Jrl. of Pediatrics

78 Jr'. of Cellular Physiology

78 JO.. of Forestry

-----9°.t>

42

45 90,4 $ 35.00

45 90.6 96.00

45 90.9 . NLS

$44 91.1 NIS 61.91

.43 91.3; 25.00'

42 , 91.5 17.50

40 91.8 40.00

40 92.0 10.00

37 92.2 30.00.

37 .92.4 NLS

36 , 92.6 22.00

35 92.8 28.00

V
34 92.9 40.00

33 93.1 NRS

32 93.3 52.80

32 93.5 NLS

31 93.6
,

'NLS
.

30 93.8 ' '95.00

30 93..9 -24.00

60.67

61.91

61.91'

62.23

62.46

62.97

4 L 63.10

63.49

63.49

63.77

64.1_3,
li

64.64

64.64 .

..
65.32.

-,65.32

-____.
65.32

....-

66.55

66.85

I

. 43



sour-year Bound Periodical Use Survey - pair 6

Overall .erall Total
Rank Use

(1973-77) Title 1973-77

.

78 Physical Review Letters

78 Phytopha.thology

79 Pestibides-Monitoring Jrl.

. 80 Amer: Jrl. of Physics

80 Arctic

*81 t Capadian Jrl. of Botany

81 -Experimental Neurology

' 81 Medical Aspects of Human Sex.

82 Griffith Observer

82
&

Jr1.'of Nutrition

82 Soil.Science

83 Experimental Brain Rgearch,

83 Experimental Cell Research

83 Nat'l. Cancer Institute. Jrl.

$4 Behavioral Biology

84 Plane Disease Reporter

85

44

86

Biochemical Journal

Jrl. of Clinical Endocrinology

Biochirica at Biophysica Acta

Geological Soc. of Amer. Proc. -

Cumulative %
of total use

atmulative-%
SubscriptAn of total bueget,

price ('76-'77) for
(Yoore Cottrel '77) all titles.

t....

(.-S777(;)

30 94.1 $ 5.00 6T.95

%.
30 94.3 NLS 67.95

29 94.4 NRS 67.95

27 94.6 38.00 68.44

27 94.7 .NLS 68.44

26 A,' 94.8 60.00 69.21

26 95.0 NLS 69.21

26 95.1 NPS 69.21

25 95.3 5.00 69.27'

25 95.4 NLS 69.27
1 .

25
. 95.5 .

NLS 69.27

24 95.7 NLS 69.27

24' 95.8, NLS

24 95.4 NRS 69.27

23 96.0 NLS
Jo 69 27

23 96.2 NRS 69.27

20 96.3 NTIV 69.27

20 96.4 NLS 69.27

19 96.5 NLS 69.27 .

19 96.6- NLS 69.27

45



-Your-,year,BounIPeriodical Use Survey - page 7
,

. Curulative Z
/Overall Total' Cumulative % Subscription of total ou?get
Rank Use of.total use price (.'76-'77) for

(1973-7)) Title 1973-77 (Yoote Coetrel f 77) ' all titles

8b

87

88

88

88

89

90

AO

90

90

90

91

92

92

93

94

94

46
94.

94

0 (-S777c)

Vision Research 19 96.7 NLS 69.27

Chemical Soc. (London). Annual Rep. 18 96.8 ELS 69.27

Amer. Geophysical Union. Trans. 17. .96,...,9 $ 25.00 69.62
i 1

Biological Conservation 17 9/-,-0 . 57.00 70.36

Jr1. of Medidal Education 17 97.1 ERS. 70.36

Water -Retearch

American Birds

16

15

97.1,

97.2

4 ,

ELS

8.00

70.36

70.46

Astronory 15- 97.3 '12.00 70.61
: AS*

Indiana Audubon Quarterly 15 97,4 EPS 70.61

Jrl. of Aniral Ecology 15 97.5 ELS 70.61

Water Resoi'irces Research 15 97.5 ELS 70.63

Pqychopharracology Btilletin 14 .97.6 . NRS 70.61

American Biology teacher 13 97.7 18.00 70,84

Science & Technology 13 97.8 ELS 70,84\ .

Perspectives in Bio. & Yed. '12 97.8 ELS 70.E4

Astronp7ica3 Journal 11 97.9
V

55.00 71.55

E';'onoric Geoloty 11 97.9 28.00

lb
71.91'

Optical Sock Journal 11 98.0 ELS 71.91

Theoretic' Chic-ica,Acta

TurtOr. News

11

11

98.1

98.1

ELS

ELS

71.91

71.91

7
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Four-year Bound 'Periodical Use Survey - page-8

Overall
Rank

(1973-77)

95

_95

95

96

96

96

96

96

96

97

98

98

-58

98

98".

98

48 99

99

Title

Total
Use

1973-77

Cumulative0
of total u

Subscription

price.
(Moore Cottrel

CurulStive Z
of tota/ Eu-:7et

C76-177) for
p77) all titic%

(.5777'.1)

Audubon Field Notes 10 98.2 NLS 71.91

of Herei 10 98.2 NLS 71.91

Jrl. of Parasitology 10 98.3 $ 35.00 72.36

Reviews of14ern Physics 10{ 98.3 40.00" 72.88

-American ForeSts 9 98:4 NRS 72.88

Botanical Gazette 9 24.00 73.19

Endeavor 9 NLS 73.19

Medical World .-:ews --`
9 NRS 73.19

ModernMedicine 9 NRS 73.19

Progressive Fish Culturist 9 NRS 73.19

Jrl. of Agricultural Research 8 98.7 NLS 73.19

Alaska Industry 7 98.7 NLS 73.19

Antarctica Jrl. of the U.S.
4,..

7 NRS 73.19

Chemical Soc. (Lcneou). Proc. 7 NLS 73.19

Clinical Pharr. & Therapeutics 7 NLS 73.19

Fishery Bulletin 7 NRS 73.19

Jrl. of Biological Ptsycholagy 7 5..00 73.25

Arer. Jrl. of Diseases of Children 6 98.9. NLS 73.25

Contemporary Physics 6 NLS 0 73.25



Four-year Bound Beriddical Use Survey - page 9
'

.
Overall ' Total
';Rank ' Use

'(1973-77) Title 1973-77

Cumulative %
of total use

Subscription
price

(Moore Cottrel77)

Cumulative %
of total budpet
(176-177) for
all titles

(=S77M,

99 Infectious biseases. 6 99.0 NRS 73.25

99 Jrl. of Applied Physics 6 NLS 73.25

99 Jrl. of Sedimentary Petrology 6 $ 33.00 73.68

99 Mayo Clinic Proceedings 6 NRS 73.68

99 QST 6 9.00E 73.79

99 Technology Review 6
4 15.00 73.98

100 Cheristry & Industry 5 99.2 NLS 73.98

100 Jrl. of Chemical & Engineering Data 5 NLS 73.98

100 Jrl. of Glaciology 5 ( NLS 73.98

100 N.Y. Acadeny of Sci. Transactions 5 NLS 73.98

.100 Psychonomic Soc. Bulletin, 5 4p 00- 74.31

100 Soil Science Soc. Proceedings 5 22,01O 74.59
4

101 Canadian Field Naturalist 4 99.3 NLS 74.59

201 Critical Reviews in Envirn. Control 4 60,00 75.36

Internat'l. Jrl. of Math Education 4 50.00 . 76.01

101 Pediatric Research 4 NLS, 76.01

102 Bulletin of Entomolagical Research 3 99.4 NLS 76.01

5011°2'
, Cambridge Phil. Soc. Proceedings 3 NI S 7(.01

102 Chenische Berichte 3 .NLS 76.01

51
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Four- ear Bound-PeriodijOal Use Survey - page 10

_Overall Total
Rank

, Use
(1973-77) Title 1973-77

Curulative %
'of 'total use

Ct-mlatirve V
Subscription of total 1;(Wet

price ('76-'77) for
( loore Cottrel '77) all titlPs

Z.$77705

52

102.

102

102

eotimes

I E Proceedings'
e

Jrl f Chemical.Documentation

3

3

3

99.5.

102 jrV.'f General Microbiology 3

102 Jr1;,4.4:4 Rtsearch (NBS),, Sects. A&B

102 Medical Tribune 3

102 Mercury 3

102 NOAH 3

102 Reports on Progress in Physics 3

102 Review of Applie ology 3 99.6

102 SciencliooicS & Films 3

102 -Seismological Soc. of Amer. 3

....

102 : Solitheastern Geology 3

102 Stain Technology 3

102 Water Spectrum 3

103 Amer.' Micfoscopical Soc. Trans., 2 99.7

103 Annals of.Math Statistics 2

103
Astrofi.-Soc. Pacific; Ptibs. 2

103 Bild der Wissenschaft 2

$ 9.00 7b.12

NLS 76.12

NLS 76.12

NLS 76.12

NRS 76.12

NRS i6.12

NRS /76.12

NRS / 76.12

135.00 77.86

NLS 71.86

16.00 78.06

78.06

6.00 78.14

78.14

6.20 /8.22

15.00 78.41

NLS

NLS

40,00

NLS

4

78.41

78.93

78.93
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Total Cumulati-Ve X . Sastr!ntion of total b.-liet
Use of total use price (176-'77) for

1973-77 . (Moore Cottre1.177).
alI1ti4s

Q! .

Overall
Rank

D.973-77)

-N
.

Title

./
.103 Carribean,Jr1. of Science

103 Chemistry in Britain

103 Chesapeake Science

103 Earth Science ReView

4'103

103

10,
103

103

103

103

Inorganica Chimica Acta

Jr1. of Petroleum Technolo

Mining Engineering'

0i1.6 Gas JoUrnal
_

Physics Education

Physic's Teacher

Review % AfGeop_hyai
fa.

is

& Space

103 Reviews of Sci. instrumentation

1Q4

104

s 104

Agricultural Science Review

Amer. Math Soc. Bti1tin )

Amer. Math Soc. Proceedings
Aft

104 America? Minefalogist
- 4
104 Annotated Bibliog. of Econ. Geol.
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2. 99.7

2.

2.

2
tn.

2

2

.
2 99.8

2

-2

`2
'?

2

1 , 99.9 ,

1

1

1 99.9

$ 5.00 78.99

55.00 79.1d

12.00 79..85

NLS 79:85

NLS 79:85

NLS 79.85'

NLS 079:85

NRS 79.85

40.00

18.00

60,00

50.00

NLS
L'N

80.3

80.60

81.17--

81.37

k. 81.37

81.37

81.37

82.02

82.02
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Total
Rank Us.e

(1973-77) 1973-77

CuTulative Z

of total use

104 CA: Cancer Jrl. 1
-s

104 Co=unications in Behavioral Bio. ,1

I

104 CompUting Surveys 1.;

104 Helvetia Chimica Acta 1

104 : Icarus 1,

104/ JrI. of Environmental Quality 1

104 _MD: Medical News Magazirie 1

104 Medical Economics
1

104 , Medicine & Science in Sports 1

104

104'

104

Optical Speetra 1-

Physiological Psychology 1

Ouaternary Research 1
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Cis:tilative Z
Subscription of total budget

price ('76-'77) for
(Yoore Cottrel '77) all titles.

(= $7770)

99.9 NRS 82.02

NLS .82.02

$ 30.00 82.40

NLS 82.40

144.00 84.25

19.9 NLS 84.25

NRS 84.25

NRS 84.25

.18.04) --a 84,49

NLS 84.49.

20.00. 84.74

100.0 60.00 85.52

I
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Geneial Biology (Jerry Woolpy)
Course,Evaluation
1968-69, The first Sear
that the library-
.00mponent was used.

(Enrollments 79%-Freshmen, 18% Sophomores,
1% Juniors, 2% Seniors.)

I Selected items which relate to library assignments:

#3 Library
A) was' overemphasized -30% agreed

Appropriately emphasized-69% agreed
..Net,enphasized enough-1% agreed

(n=96)

B) Comment briefly on the library examinations as an educational devise.

It was valuable - 92% agreed

It was not valuable - 8% agreed
(n=87)

#7 Examinations (hour exams)

C) f learned less from them than library exams 48% agreed
" "' the same andUnt from each type 26% agreed

more from them than library exams 26% agreed
(n=42)

D) I worked harder for library exams than for hour exams 93% agreed
" ,hour exams than for library exams 7% agreed

#9 Measurment of course
A) This is the best course I've taken at EC 28% agreed

better than most 47% agreed
average 15% agreed
worse than some 10% agreed
worst '0% agreed

B) I worked haider in this course than others 85% agreed
0 average 12% agreed (n=94)

less hard 3%

C) The average number, of hours per week spent in and out of class for
this course as less than 10 29%

10-15 44%

15-20 19%

greater than 20 8%

(n=93)

II.

(n=e86)

Expected grade correlated with amount learned on library exams:

If student expected an A (n29). If student expected a_B (n-32)

33% claimed to learn more. 25% cla d to learn more
from.library thaid hour exams from-li than hour exans

If student expected a

50% claimed to learn ore"'

from library than hour exams.
..

Similar results were recorded in later year s. The library component
has always been one of-the more difficult but also more appreciated

''anpecin of our course. Graduating seniors frequently recalled the

library component of general biology as one of the more memorable
aspects of their educations. atir grads who have gone on in biology report
especially favorable competence relativ students from other Schools,

A



NSF Workshop: Course, Related Library
and Literature Use Instruction in
Undergraduate Science Education

Earlham College
October 1976

Workshop Evaluation Results

1. Was the workshop what you expected? YES and NO
(7) (l)1

I really was not quite sure of what I expected.

2. What things didn't you get that you expected or wanted?
I'm too naive to know what I should have expected. I received a very
acceptable quality and quantity of things.

I was disappointed that so few colleges have library inatructim't in
. engineering and technology of a calibre that matches the instruction

that has been developed for the sciences and -incrianities.
Nothing (2)
I got more than I expected, particularly lots of paper which will h
very useful.

A greater number of student and faculty contacts.

3. What unexpected things did you get?
The unexpected range of backgroundel philosophies, sand persorfalities
that- existed among the participants. I had a more stereotyped imageof participants.

Astronomy class library,inetruction with students of varying levels of
competence.

A lot more detail and new insights about overall problem.
Good company.

Outstanding .enthusiasm of.organizer and much valuable help.
Mare stimulation from other teams than[ I anticipated.
Such good food and such goadfellowship. Excellent talk on evaluation.
Marvelous mix of people; rewarding and refreshing.

4. What do you think of the followfng parts of the workshop:

Low
Interesting .

High
Useful

Low HighRole playing 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 2 2' 5 0 I 0 2 5 ,

Descriptions of
other programs

,

1 2. 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 2- f 2 '0 Z Z 3 4,t

LdEX Display 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3 2 2 2 0 2 4

'Evaluation sessien
(Wed. night) i 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 0 4 4 0 2 0 2 4

Wank on your 1 2 3 4 5t 1. 2 3 '4 5
Own project 0 0 3 i 5/ 0 0 2 L



4. (continued)

Discussion with
Kirk/Woolpy

-2-

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 2 7 0 0 4 0 8

5. Please rate the following aspects of the workshop:

Poor Excellent
Sleeping facilities 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 0 3 5

Food at Yokefellow 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 Z 2 5

Food at Joned:ogoese 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 Z Z 8-

Food at college dining room 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 Z 3 4

Pace of the workshop 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 Z 3 4

Too fast on Wablimiow, abeolute4y

exhausting for me.

Workshop meeting place in Wildman Science

Library

Speakers: Bakker

Kirk

1

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

Woolpy 1 2

0 0

Farber 1 2

0 0

Johnstone 1 2

0 0

Johnson 1 2

0 0

Handouts I 2

0 0

7

3 4 16

Z 4 2 8

3 4 5

Z Z I 7

3 4 5

0 Z 9

3 4 5

0 Z 8,

3 4 5

2 4 . 3

3 4- 5

L
e 4

3 4 5

Z 5' - 4

\3 4' ,

0 3 7
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6. How would you improve on the organization and management of the workshop?
Peaty don't know except perhaps stow pace first day.
Could you (Kirk71 palm off some of the fetching, delivering, etc. onlsomeone
else? For us it 008 great, but you ought to Wave a little freedom,,)
l. Allow more time for individual projects;
2. Pore contact vith students;
3. Too much sitting in room, especially in afternoon. Energy tag at,that

trns. Participants might do their own intersts-in afternoon;
4. Organize one evening with additional faculty.
Too full days vith.one evening session would probably be adequate, although
longer time alLowsmore personal interaction.

AL -

More time out in the fresh air.
I don't know how. clZ)was very well run. The diversity of the /4 teams
contributed importantly to my education.

I couldn't. It was great.

7. As you leave this workshop you feel (Circle all that apply):

You wasted your time.0 Physically tired.2 Excited.5 Challenged.8

You were Averworked.0 You have a clear idea of what You need more time
you need to do. 4 (an idea-l) for thought.3

You could heartily recommend this workshop to others.8

8. When does your Spring term end?'
Pay 22, 414ay 22, May 31

9. Whidh dates would you prefer for the follow -up sessions
(Rank your preference 1,2,3,4,5, or C: I have a conflict.):

May 26-27. /, -, 1,, C, 2,-,-

may 31 -.June 1 2, C, 2,-12, C, 5,

June 6-7 C,4,3,1,C,C,4,-,1

June 9-10 C,2,4,2,C 1,3,1,

June 13-14 C, 3,5,

6 11



krTER FOR RESEARCH ON UTILIZATION OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE / INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH / THE UNIVERSFFY OF MICHIGAN

'---.ANKARBOFt, MICHIGAN 48106

December 22, 1976

Tom Kirk
Science Librarian
Wildman Science Library
Ealham College
Richmond; Indiana 47374

Dear Tom:

Enclosed are t§e two documents you asked me to prepare: an assessment
of the October workshop, and some suggestions about evaluating the impact
of the workshop and project. I hope you will find them adequate to your
needs. If not, please let me know.

I coUld use a bit more clarification regarding what role you see me
playing between now and the-meeting in May/June (and for that matter, at
the meeting itself). A few torments in your November 20 report to Joel
Goldhar raised this question for me, since based on our previous comunica-
tions I wasn't aware that anything wa? in store between the time I submitted
these documents to you and the spring meeting.-

I hope the other aspects of the project, including the participants'
activities, are all going well. Please keep me posted on further developments.

Best wishes, and Hippy Holidays!

SDN/sb
4

Enc. 2

62

Sincerely,

Steph n D. Nelson
Project Director



MEMO TO: Tom Kirk

FROM: Steve Nelson Al
DATE: December 22, 1976

RE; Strategies for assessing the impact of the NSF project on "CoursOn
related Li-brary and Literature Use Instruction in Undergraduate
Science Education"

This is an attempt to -describe somewhat more fully the model which was

11
' rather hastily Out together during the workshop of October 19-22 nd ich

you have copies of already. This model (Figure 1) is simply a framework

which encompasses (and within which can be fitted) potential ways of evaluating

both (a) each institutional team's own back-hoMe efforts, and (b) the

workshog and the project as a whole. My intention in this memo is to outline

some ofthe parameters of the evaluation task and to delineate in a general

fashloil the alternative ways one could proceed with evaluition

At the risk of%belaboringthe obvious, let me spell out some of the consider-

ations.that led to this figure.

The major lines of impact of the workshop are upon first the teacher-

librarian team working together, and then, hopefully, their impact in turn

upon students in the library- oriented course(s) which ,are the interim project

of the team. In the figure these major lines of impact are indicated by the

heavy arrows.' The teacher-librarian team is drawn in such a way to indicate

that both the faculty member (F) and the librafian (L) are organizatiohally

housed in different units of the university--the faculty member within an

academic teaching departmest, and thelibrarian within the college ,or

university system- -but are functionally related as a team for putposes of

their joint project?



To Kirk
page 2

December 22, 1976

'NSF Horkshop

Dissemination Outside the University to

Colleagues Administrators

Univ.- faculty
A

US

...

Teachin%

data

Univ. Faculty

Other
students

I
Students in the
librafy oriented

course(s)

Colleagues Administratora4

FIGURE I

Same students i

in their other!
1 courses

This portion the impact of the workshop -- namely, at the level of each

team's project- -is, for evaluation purposes, perfectly analogous to the

kinds of evaluation,studies you have already performed atZarlham regarding

your own program. f course-related library instruction. The kinds of data

one would collect and the sources of tho'se data are similar to what you are

ready familiar with. The figure above merely illustrates the many tapes

of data that one could-conceivably collect in evaluating this part' of the

model.
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Tom Kirk
page 3

December 22, 1976

j

I mentioned in the notes accompanying my earlier sketch that each point
= . .

(or box) and each connecting arrow is the locus of otential data. For

example; from the faculty member and librarian one could collect information

regarding their interaction and their feelings about working together in

this fashion, their subjective estimates of the success of their project,

their feelings about the balance of rewards vs-mcosts in trying such a

project, and so forth. As for the "feachidg" arrow from the team to the

students, here one would want to know about the nature of the instructional

activities and materials used in the course, and so forth. From the students

themselves one could collect such information as their perception of the

effectivenes; of the instruction., their estimates of their library skills,

self-reports of their library use patterns, etc. -And finally, as indicated

by the arrow, one may collect actual library use data (as you have done at

Earlham).

0-

An additional type of data that does not appear in this model ('and,with

which you are familiar) is samples of the students' work (theluality of the

work itself, quality of the accompanying bibliographies; etc.) An extension-

of Xhis.idea would ba-to compare, within the same courses and one or more

semesters after the library-use instruction project, the performance of

studefits who had previously received library use instruction, with a sample

(matched for previous grade-point average) of those who had not received it.

This would be a test of the-"stayfng powei" of:the beneftts from such

instruction.
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Ton Kirk
page 4

-December 22, 1976

Still another question not illustrated by the model Is the effects of

each team member's involvement in the course-related library instruction

upon other aspects of their professional functioning. For example, in the

case of the faculty member,does his/her involvement in this project carry--

over in any way to his/her teaching-of other classes? What effect, if any,

does it have upon his/her research activities? Upon other professional

activities? What is the nature of these effects or carryoversare-they

--Ielatively specific skills and behaviors, or instead more diffuse ideas or
4

concepts regarding teaching or literature use? Similar questions may be

addressed in the case of the librarian member.

One question thatlparticularlyinterests Dave Lingwood and me in our

project in this area is, what is the" ature of both the supports and the

barriers that exist on the campus to the team's attempts to institute and

then teach such courses? What strategies does one have to adopt in order

to capitalize tort the supports and/or to overcome or,avoid the barriers?

Th%relevance of this for the task of evaluation is that it tells you some-

thing about the odds.that have to be overcome in order to have an impact at

all.

.
$

Again, at frisk of stating the obvious,'at each point in the figure

several different neric types of data may be sought:

Lions, expeEtations, subjective evaluations, attitudes,

In general, behavioral data will be the most desirable,

their own problems of measurement. Behavioral data may

least three different way's: (a) "live" observations of

66
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be collected in at
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(b) behavioral artifacts (e.g., many. of the library usemeasures are of this

nature)'; and (c), self- reports; of behavior by the various actors. For a par-

ticularly important concept you may want t get as many different measures

of the concept as'ts feasible, so as to be able to get (hopefully) mutually

onfirmatory findings regarding the concept, from data of different types.

Beyond this level of evaluation, one can inquire about the impact of the .
I e

team projeCt in terms of the spread of effects beyond the bounds of Vie

course ) designed by the team. Here the remainder of the figure comes into

play. Thing the righthand side i st, the effects may spread via the

students in several different ways

experiences i the library-ortiateA cours' are likely to affect their work

habits and performance in their other course \. Second, there may be a spread

N\rst and most obvious, the students'

\

of effects to other students as well, as the wo about the new type
c:

lass

filters through the campus grapevine,

evidence of the first, students' ,new:skil

environment. And. thir4 there may even be eisp d of effects from students

- to other faculty members,' pecially.if the students'\new skills carry over\5

. into their other coursework\;\

Alternatively, the spread',Of. effects may be by way of the faculty and/or
1\

\
libratlans, to.their colleagues iien,tntheir own Aepa nt (or within the

library system) or elsewhere in the ,unirrsity: One can \rpect the,usual /

range of interest and enthusiasm on the\one hand, totskep icism and oppositiorr

$on the other. The spread of effects will probably be enha ced to the degree

that one can provide one's colleagues with objective doc ntation of the

d other tudents begin to see'the

and co and over their information

.fo 67
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tom Kirk
page. 6
December 22,' 1976

. ... .#ositive effects of course-related library use instruction._ ..'1, ,
# .. At still another. tfvel_of analysi-s, one can try.to document the diffusion,

4

and dissemination of the concept (of course-related library use instruction)

from one univelity to allther.Thts woty be Aiites-of the long -range .<
effects of the workshop and project..qloweverv-it-10,:diffickilt to do completely

and well. Traising the diffuAlcf frolic the- i-n4-t-i-al-s4 of-- teams -outward-uAreiy----
does not yield a complete picture, because they, may not remember - -or may okot

1.
even be aware of - -all of tho0 to whOm they communicated or giemonstrated the

concept. On the other hand, one iiight start at the other end with all. ,

identified users_ and try to trace -the diffusion backwards by asking them from

whom they learned othe concept. -Flowevei., this too is unlikely, to yield a

complete picture because no goOd mechanism existsofor identifying all

Gwent users at any liven point:in time.Aowever, this general type of
Studwould be feasible and would be val4le in tracing the long-range

-impact' of the project.' '.(iticidentally, in this kind of study, you'll know the

I

project has been a greattUccess when- -and if- -the users'become so numerous

aruf widespread that' ttie 'tracing becomes tots unmanageable.)

Obviousiy, as the figure arictithis discussion indicate,.there 'Eire many

more optiOns.in the ways *one could conceivably evaluate the impact of the

workshop and participants' projects, than you have time, energy, or resource
; 4-fo r Conequentlyi some selectivity is required. Your choices .as

y
to what

. .
-meaiures should bi used In evaluation oilT depend itss on teNnical, issues/
than on the kinds of political, psycholdgical, and economic considerations

"stressed by DikJohnson in'his presertatri-en- at the workshop-- issues such as
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Tom Kirk
page 7
December 22, 1976

,'
your majoriV for the project -a s for the.evaluation itself (both the

. .
,

obvious andAthe nonobvitt ous), whp the key audiences will be, trade-offs- .

.

-between, project resources and quality of data, etc. Similarly, the ,question

.

of when to evaluate, and how many .times, also depends on'such issues.
,

These issues are probably resolvablein the fairly near future for the

ficrTt-- two: leve I sT-of--an-alys-i-s -de--Fxx-tbRi---atttvg--0.-wr-,--Imctrteanft groject___-
40,

.
fttelf, and its' spread of effects within the college or university). However,

decisions about the other level of analysis (i.e., diffu ;ion of the concept

between universities) Probably -cannot.be made until after the second meeting

in May or June, 1977, according tb th sent project.design which cal) s for:'

41; . A\
the participants to assist you,in planning for further development and

,

dissemination of the concept of Course-related library use instruction.

I hope this rather,general account of the'evaluation alternatives is

helpful. The next step as I see it involves your decisions regarding' which.

particulaedirections you would like to pursue,- P.,1-eaii let mp know how I

- can be of further assistance.
I
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AN ASSESSMENT OF

AA WORKSHOP ON COURSE-RELATED LIBRARY AND-LITERATURE USE INSTRUCTION4

IN UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION

Held_ at -Earl-ham -01-1-ese-1 Ric-hpandjIndiarta

October 19-22, 1976

As part of a grant from

The DivAion of Science Information, H4tional Science Foundation

Principal Investigator: Thomas G. Kirk, Jr., Science Librarian

Wildman Science Librkz,Earlham College

.Stephen D. Nelson ,S
4 .'

: .

.._

Center for Research On Utilizatton-Of Scientific Knornedge

L

University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan
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This document is an assessment ofa_workshop on course-related-Tibrary

and literature use instruction in undergraduate science education, held
*f

at Earlham College,' Richmond, Indiana,sOctober 19-22, 1976. The workshop

was part of a grant from the Divisioh,of Science Information of the

National Scienct Foundation. This assessment was made at the request of

Thomas Kirk, Jr:,-Principal Investigator of the NSF project, and

Science Librarian of the Wildman Science Library at Earlham College. I

attended the workshavfor ati bUt-the-ThUrSday afternoon and Friday morning

sessions, and have had the benefit of tape recordings of the former. It

should be understodd that my own background is that of a scientific researcher

and reacher rather than a librarian or informatiOn scientist, but this is

entirely c6nsistent with the intended aims of the project.

The purpose of the NSF project is to improve the library and liter-

ature use skills of undergraduate science students, by encouraging the

integlition of teaching such skills into the substantive class assignments

of ongoing science courses. "Library orientation" exercises, or even

separate courses in library and literature use, have not p ov n sufficient

effective in the past, and Earlham's ten-year experience in integrating

the teaching of such skids -with coursework has, proven the effectiveness

of this technique in this particular setting. While committed to the

general validity of this principle, the Earlham investigators are well

aware of,the special features of their institutiOn which have enhanced
.

the success of their venture, and of the need for individual tailoring

of such practices to other
t

campus settings shou]d they be adopted else-

where.
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The Octobpeworkshop was the.first major effort to sistemitically

disseminate this model and to help.other institutions develop similar

programs adapted to their own particular settings. The design_involved

bringing teams composed of a science- educator and a librarian, from

four carefully selected academic institutions, to Earlham for (1) a -

relatively in-depth introduction to the Earlham program, and (2) individual

consultation and assistance in dev,j oping a particular project or program

bac* home, at one- '-- -own-- i-nstitut, um -The conditions for selection, included

(a) commitment on the part'of bath participants and their institution's to

try the concept of course-kalated library instruction; -(5) to attend both

the initial and the spring follow-up workshop sessions -and to complete a -

report based upon one's interim project experiences, and (c) a willingness

to assist the Earlham Investigators in developing subsequent directions for --

the overall program. Also figuring in tfie selection of participants was

the desire.to have some degree of balance regarding such attributes as area

of the country represented, size and type of institution, and discipline.

or field of,science instruction.

The workshop will be'assessed by means of four broad dimensions: content,

methods, personnel, and physical arrangeMents and other amenities. Each of

these dimensions will in turn be, broken into subcategories as-appropriate.

"CONTENT

1, Amount: the participants were presented with a great, deal of infor-

&don, particularly the first full day (Wednesday)., and several commented

on the volume of information they were being subjected to. But if there was
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k

actual overload, it appeared to be within tolerable ranges. That is, to the

degree that there was more information than participants could easily

haQile in the workshop itself, it seemed to create the incentive to try to

absorb it more fully later, rather than being so
,

much as to darropentheir
167

enthusiasm for pursuing it. Overall :, L would not be inclined to alter

this atpect-significantly in future sessions:

2. level: This rears to a kind of composite of the simplicity/

complexity and the familiarity dimensions. The level of content presented

was certainly manageable and useful tot-both teachers and librarians.

Although it is to be expected that some of the technical aspects of the

presentations would be "old 'hat" to the librarians, this did not appear to

be particularly disconcerting. Nor were these aspects overly complex for

the.teaihers. And certainly the prirrary message of the workshop--namely,

the true integiation of lihrary and literature skils. into class assign-

ments--was relatively new and valuable to both groups.

3. Value/usefulness of particular segments: PartiCipants appeared to

be paYticularly pleased with the descriptions of the Earlham biolo-gy program,*

their interaction With Kirk and Jerry Woolpy (biology instructor and another

mainstay of the Earlham prodram), and the sessions devoted to working on

their own projects. These-segments were at the heart of why they were

attending i7Sthe first place. By far the weakestaspect was the display

of sample materials on library orientation and use from ,Project LOIEX.

In between. but still judged relatively. useful, were three other activities.

* do not believe this was due simply .to the fact the teachers were
predominantly from biologically-related or life-science areas, although
this fact no doubt helped; This is discussed more fully in Section I
under "Methods.* 1
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The roleplaying exercise, in which participants performed library

exercises designed for the Earlham biology students, was generally acknowl-

edged to have been a good experience, although questions were raised ret

garding whether it was worth thetime invested in it. In fairness, it

must be 'noted that if one is to get the full benefit of this experience,

it requires a certain minimum amount of time; otherwise, the experience is

considerably diluted. In addition, the handing out of students' papers

on the same.exercises afterwards was inst;.uctive in two ways: (a} it

showed the generally high quality work of which students are capable when

they have learned how to use the library effectively; and (b) it demon-
,

strated how different people use different search strategies working from

the same questiodiandrhaving access to the same materials.

A second intermediate segment, in terms of apparent usefulness to

partiftants, was the Wednesday afternoon presentations by the Earlham

librarians and teaching faculty. This may have been due either to the

presentations' having dealt with fields different from those represented

by the participants, of to the participants becoming tired; but for whatever

reason, interest'appeared to flag somewhat. (I trust that my own judgments

---74 not color this observation, since I was quite interested in two of these

presentations.)

The third segment was one devoted tolTluations of library instruction .

activities. This segment's intermediate ratings were apparently the result .

of this issue (evaluation) generally not being one of high priority for a
S

few participants. Several were generous, in their praise for Richard Johnson

who 'conducted this session, and were relieved that he discussed the larger
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issues concerning evaluation, rather than giving them an esoteric lecture

on the technical reasons for why such-and-such kinds of measures are not

acceptable. I personally

found Johnson not only to

was very imptessed by this presentation, and

be in command of the technical issued, but more

impressively, to have an excellent grasp of the meta- issues concerning

evaluation generally. Kirk an4 Woolpy also showed themselves .to have a

good understanding of the issues and principles of evaluationt_if not all

of the technical details.

4.Itaterials: The handouts were voluminous, thorough, and generally

420"

excellent. Two minor criticisms might be noted, which art relevant

to the "Methods" section thin content per se, It would hiliiileea somewhat

more helpful to have-0?-i-piaaged the materials into the notebooks provided,
-

rather than passing each piece out individually at its.partittlar point
.

in the presentation. Secondly, on'those"occasiqns'when-Kii-k spontaneously

decided to provide copies of materials-not already photocopied, or when

participants requestd such materials, t re was not sufficient other

staff available to take such chores off hi hands. Although project funds
,

may not have permitted it, ideally it would have been desirable to have

.

ano6ei assistant on hand to act as "go -far," and to take this additional

responsibility off the already overburdened coordinator. Neither of these

'Iccanents,'howevert should detract from the ht quality of theimatehals

provided.
4 1,

METHODS
.

1. Design and participant selection: In brief, the major features

of the project and workshop design are sound; namely, the two- person team
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concept; the requirementpf commitment to the basic concept and to continuing

involvement in the project; and the provision for evaluation of the various

efforts. Regard-4)T thi selection'of participants, there was a good spread

across geographic.eregi on, large, vs. small schools,' etc. And whether by

-'design or just good fortune, the participants got along very well "end quickly

congealed into a cooparati4e, mutually supportive, andeffective group.

'It'would have been desirable- to havg had somewhat greater variety in the.

scienfffic ffelds represented (3 of the 4 teams _WE14 _biologically- _or

science-oriented). However, in this respect the project staff was at the

mercy of those applying, and there was very little response from several'

areas (e.g:, physics, chemistry, mathematics, engineering). liespite

additional efforts on the staff's part, this imbalance could hot be

suffibiently oyercome. However, whether this imbalance actually hampered

the .workshop is debatable. Apart from lessening Ale variety of problems'

presented for consultation, the only negative aspect (and not a serious-

one at that) was an occasional tendency for some of the Teachers to

"talk shop."

2. Preparation before the workshop: This aspect of the workshop

pl'anning was partictilaeruoteworthy: The project staff sent the partici:

pants- an unus-wally clear and-compete set of materials well before. the

workshop. Included were a tentative schedule, a list of participants,

descriptive and explanatoty materials by, Tom Kirk, background reading

materials, and asst of instructions. -The last item Was very explicit
1. .

regarding both what they could expect of the w6, rkshop, and what would be

4
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expec ed of them. As a result, an,unusually well-prepared gi4oup arrived
.

J--at Earlham ready to work and relatively clear about whatmouldttranspire

while they were there.

3. Scheduling: This aspect can be further subdiVided into-"three

parts: length,' sequencing or order, and pacing. (a) Length: The workshop

appeared to be a comfortable length, although it could probably be done

in two full -&ys4lithout going over into the morning of another day, ak

-ttie irresvit-p ran called-for. -Tswourd- recommend retaining the "front end'_'

of the schedule, however, with participants arriving in late afternoon
4.

The evening's social.events and light orientation activities were partiCu- .

larlyeffective in getting the group'off toa good start: (b) Sequencing

or order:, Particular activities occurred in a plausible and effective

sequence, generally builAg upon each other toward the goal -of the session:

in-depth and individualized consideration'of each team's projects. Even

those activities judged interffiediategin usefulness (discussed earlier)

were not so uninteresting or non-useful as to put a brake on the workshop's

momentum, and the one segment that was Degativejy evaluated by participants

.(the Project LOEX display.) was optional and.ibs avoidable by those who
e

were-not interested. (c) Pacing: In this regard, perhaps the only uncom-

fortable pOrtion of the workshop was the first full day when participants

were, inundated with more information than they knew what to do with. How-

ever,.as suggested earlier, this was of such an order that the effect was

to leave them challenged and enthusiastic, rather than antagonized and

grumbling. It must beacknowledged that there is probablY a very fine line

betWeen the two, and with a less congenial or more contentious group it

I -7 77
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could conceivably have gone another directioN I suspect, however, that

for most groups, the pacing is within acceptable bounds.

4. Process flexibility: In addition, to "building in" a variety of

activity types, the project staff maintained considerable flexibility

regarding specific activities. On several occasions when unusual opportun-

ities presented themSelves, or when pkkicipants requested a plausible

,change in the schedule, chknges were made and with good effect, (This .

flexibility was not without direction and purpose, however, and not all

suggested changes were acceded to.) Three speCific illustrations will

suffice. (a) When the participants were combing the library during the

role-playing exercise, one of Jerry Woolpy's.students came to him with a

.1

queStion regarding a similar assignment he had been working on. With the-

student's permission, Jerry arranged for their interactiori over this question

to take placein front of the group when At reconvened a shdrt time later.

This:was an enlightening experience for the group, illustrating the student's

progress and relative success (deSpite his uncertainty ol'hiMself), as

well as Jerry's style of interaction with students and his effectiveness

as a teacher. (b) When it became known that in addition to coordinating

the workshOli Tom Kirk was scheduled toAfve a literature orientation presen-
,

tation to an astronomy class one morning, the participants persuaded. him

to let them visit the cldss and observe. (c) The original plan had called
.'

for individual and "private discussions by each team with Kirk, and Woolpyi)

on Thursday afternoon regarding their projects. However, the participants'

ekpressed considerable interest in hearing about others' -projects as well ,

and requested what became the "fish bowl" session of that afternoon In
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summary, the project staff were sensitive and responsive to participants'

needs, while keeping ihe general flow of activities on target toward the

goal of lndi- vidual consultation.

." 5. Future activities: Once again, expectations were clearly set

for the nature of interim activities and participants' responsibilities

prior to the second- meeting in'Play or June of 1977. In this regard the

strategy pf building participants in not only as evaluators of their own

interim projects but also as "long-range advisors" regarding future develop-
-

me4s73?-the project is particularly effective, in that it gives them an

additional stake in the success of the entire effort.

PERSONNEL -h

Much of of the assessment of the project staff lies in the preceding
\

material. As an overall comment,' however, I would rate all the Major

project personnel at least good to (in some ,cases) excellent in the key

areas: level of expertise or knowledge dequacy of preparation, communica-

tive skills, and interpersonal processskills. The only reservation

regarding project staff is the one mentioned earlier regarding the number

of staff available during the workshop: to repeat,,it would have beep

helpful to have had another person to take care of some of the nuts-and-

bolts concerns.

PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS AND OCHER AMENITIES

. Regarding the main meeting-room. the feelings on thd part of some that

it was somewhat too small may have stemmed as much from the amount of time

spent in the room as from its physical dimensions or characteristics per se.
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Itg location (right in the library, with materials and facilities at Ond)

is either essential orat least desirable for several of the activities.;

C ,so awing the vein meeting pla to another room (unless nearby) would

entail other problems. Perhaps activities for which library facilities,

are not needed could be held in a somewhat larger but nearby room, to add

more variety ana lessen the feeling that the walls were closing in.
-

Facilities for, and the quality of, peals were quite pleasant, as

reflected explicitly in the participants' -evaluation ratings.

Ai for lodging, the view was expressed that the Yokefe3low Inhitute

was .t4011 far from campus,,ond indeed its distance from the main activities

on campus did require special arrangements to be made by the project

staff, and was somewhat inconvenient for particpants in that they were

restricted in their coming and going and usually had to schedule arrivals

and departures to coincide with the availability of the school's ,van. On

the other hand, both the general ambience and ipecific.charicteristics

of the Institute contributed to developing the group, socially and in

building a sense of community. The specific characteristics include (a)

the sharing of rooms by participants, (b) the absence of locks on the room 1

doors unless requested, (c) the Community:stYle arrangements for meals,
41.

and (d) the opportunity to gather l& the evening and to chat,over popcorn

-orrto play pingpong. This provides a .vivid contrast to the more typital

conference arrangements with (a) individual rooms in conventional Hotels,

(b) meals in conventional restaurants, and (c) a generally atomizezi
, .

sense on the part of participants. The project staff should weigh the-

relative costsand benefits carefully in deciding on arrangements for
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lodging for future workshops.

SUMMARY

On the whale the workshop was unusually well organized and conducted.

The qualifications noted in each of the above sections are relatively minor.

It is difficult to say how large a role the positive "personal chemistey"

and fit among participants played in the overall success of the workshop;y,
but irrespective of this, it should be emphasized that in nearly every

major respect the careful planning and execution by the project staff

contributed to a remarkably effective workshop.

4.4
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TO Tom Kirk

* -

. FROM: Jerry Bakker

DATE: December 17, 1976

MEMORANDUM

..grarlhaM'.College

Richmond, Indiana

r-
Here are some briff comments on th&October library wbrkshon.

-Ate schedule wasea'bit tight. The ptrticipanes voiked hard, but would
,probablyghave °been a little better off with a 86tedUle not so full.

'The' mix of Participants worked exceptionally w
this :can be traced to the fact that the pair
institution really wanted to learn about bibliographic instruction.

, .

11 My guess is that
f.people from`' each

would probably have been better had fhe reports on eadh s work,"
been -giiren to Jerry and..ygy rather than to the whole group. G ven the

°

circumstances I think you did, the beat thing; but a private conversation
with -Ton rind 'Jerry would have been me pioductjeg-7-

As `tea dilduasedin the.meeting of .y1-11-,1Woolpy and me, samk follTe-up With
the pardidiRantis by tOlephone, or visit should take pace periodically
during -the text 'few' months .

. To tacilitatesbetter planning bi-Ehe participants of their work, they
should' be asked to provide the following: (-7

.

to

Stalemed of Goals ;

Statement of 6bjeotiVes

Means of 'AcComplishment

Means ,of ASsessitiOnt

_

(general reasons `for Inmolv
'workshc*)'.-

'(SpeCific,listing of what is t
done back on ha662campdses)
)('oreach objectives specific details
on who will do ,what and when)

(Details on how dateriala and prrograms
are used and eveuated),

be
-

.

4-

%,, . pp.
p

N: ' 6
0 I, ;,

1 ' ' t .

We Should probel talk about how to describe this planning prodtss and
whetherparts-o '..vmay:yet be 1180 leifh.t4is'year's group. However, W4 agree;that the,partici ant* plans were too vague and may be a way.to get

.. substance there. We could asWfor,the.Juns rept, to: follow a set...pattern
designed to fit til*a. form: The, next group -of cOantil 44cd to be

. encouraged early to get apkifieon their,p
.

,. ! ..
..

r
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NSF Spring Workshop 5/26477 ,

Report on evaluation session

Submitted'hy Jerry Bakker .

It is worth noting again that the persons who paticipatesLiiiiiis

workshop have been an, extraordinarily congenial and effective group.

There was *ging in their vitas Or.the first impressions received of

_the individuals which would have led me to predict this. One could,

tillirefore,rgue that ehepurpose and design of the workshop worked some

magic, but ti2ra remains the possibility of rome fortuitous personal

factors dPeratint. ThatiI,something better comes along, however/

assume that the workskhop subject, the staff, and the.way -t"..hinga ;Axe done,

all together made for a very'successful experience for the parOCipants.

1. Fall Workshop --All agreed that the critique-im-a-fishbowl.. worked, ,
last Octobef.. I would sugge4t,.howeyer, that time; far private critique

...

,sessiOns be reserved.

IT
Opinion ewas diyided-on the valuof the inclusion of the,non-scienc:

.

f.,

eople,last fall. 'Aipaid that the presentations were worthwhile,^ba
. .

s&me.felt that, if' time Was 'needed for other things, 'tile descriptions of

non-scienAic bibliographic instrUction,should be cut baCk. Dick Johnson's.
,

filr comments on evaluation were highly regarded.'

All felt that the time allotted to the home teags
r
to York o0 their

trib

. own plans was incaluhble. A problem common 6-all institutions andonly
. . partky anticipated was the diffic ulty of getting home teams together back

at their warn' campuses. They appreciated the time during the fall workshop

and shbuld be warned of-the need'to set aside time in advance When back on
...-./home ca4uses.

.

, There.sh d be greater clarity on'how thty,eare organized for working

A-.

through the Esrlham Biobny instruction.

''.
. 4 .

e '..

e
..2. Problems not anticipated:, o

-

. Rilk and Woolpy did tba., gbo'd a job of selling. the Eirlham

a

. .

oprogram and led them to set their sights%too,high.tryin.
',to follow the 'Earlham Modal.'
,

f(Not eddugh old& time-ra allotted; ..

Same,didn't realize how inat ution.epecifictile4X. project.5t

. had to' be.
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3.- Common problems:
4-

Difficulty in getting other faEulty interested--

Physical problems, of preparing large numbersof handouts.

'Lit+ recognition a the amount of preparationime,recitired.

Difficulty in finding time f6r home tears to NJ/4k together.
-

/

The persons in my group were - enthusiastic about their experiences,

at Tarlham and idtat they hid done back home. They/ all prepared to

go b4cksand do more of what-they have started.

84
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TER rORAEkEARCH ON UTILIZATIONOF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLE0dEl INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH/ THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48106

MEMO TO: -.Tom- Kirk

, FROM: Steve Nelson

DATE June '6, 1977

An account of the-discussion (by half of the participants) during
the evaluation session of the NSF Spring Workshop

. The following is a summary of the major points that arose during the

evaluation session at the end-of the Spring Workshop. My group devoted

approximately equal time to the three questions, and the comments below are

-4' organized around them.

1. "Given your recent 'experiences how should the_Fill. Workshop'beJ
'revised?" Generall, there was -strong endorsement of both the generl. design

-land many of the specific features. of the Fan Workshop. They still feel it
.

,was very successful. Specifically, they liked the overall design (infor- .

nation overload, folloiqed byteam problem- solving, followed by the fishb0),

and felt strongly that the fishbowl feature should be built in for the next
group. Other features that, ernergeil as particularly desirable or Valuable

. fl

were the small size (4-5 groups 'at most) and the opportunity to visit classes
in which you were giving-ljbrary instruction: One rson commented that the

net group shoult see. you do the Astronomy lecture that Only fortuitously
- were able to witness.

The major recommendation -for revision concerted the participants' need

fpr more how-to-do-it whi,tty-gorItty" on evaluatiegtheir own programs back

home. While they apparontly are Jnsitive to the Major issues. of evaluation,
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Tom Kirk
page 2

June 6, 19'77".

they apparently would have
. liked something more immedigT4 helpful in the..

- ,

way of tools, guidelInes,.and so fOrth. Two other issues produced less

consensus while also raising questions about possible revisions. There was

dciference,of'opirlion regarding proposed plans to drop the Psychology and

Political Schnce presentStions in favor, of-other offerings, some people

having found that at least interesting if not valuable. Also, although no

one actually questioned the desirability, from NSF's or your viewpoints, -,

of having a good spread of teams across scientific disciplines, two people

commented that with the concentration in biologicAlly-related areas, they,

at least felt."comfortable" and "had someone to talk to."

2. ;list the problems of implementing-yOur program which you did not

anticipate." The major issue mentioned here was that of coordination between

the instructor and.the especia with regard to striking art\

1 appropriate-balante between such dichotomie as (a) highly structured instruc-
4 1 . , l .

v

;,- tion 0. letting-students experftent, and (b) providing great amounts of
se.... . -... -

. -information vs: ,letting student 'ask f&Y''rt'as they need it 'Tpese issues

v/e;e seen p'roblems,.sihce,..the appropriate balance depends on the, age -and

experience of the students, the number of students in the class, the quelity

,of students, etc.,' and thus must vary for each class:

in general, participants felt that /heiall Workshop had prepared them

qate'well for what.theyjaced back home. Someone expressed the view that

ar
. even though one can anticipate the majaz: problems one will face, actually

'living through them and working them out in Practice is quite another matter.

9 .



Txn Kirk
dege-3
June 6, 1977

3. "List Vie problems 6f implementation which seem coarnon toqp erthan
,.

one of the institutions." The major theme, and one that drew strong consensus,

was that the principle factor in the success of the Workshop is itsbltng

conducted at EarIham by Earlham people'. The initial and primary hurdle is

what one person called "braipwashi.nelermaking the participants believe ,that

such a program can work, and then showing them how to do it. The major

, .hctor in successfully doing "this., they felt, was the fact,thai it takes Place
. .

at Earl ham, where participants are out of their own environment, can get a

feel for the (usually) quite different environment of EarlhaM, and can see

how the staff work :on,their own turf."*. We have mentioned repeatedly the

unusual nature of Lariham as an institution and how this facilitates the

program of course-related library instruction (for example, the fact that it

is taall, community-oriented, supportive, and without the cut-throat

mp 4tfoh,that charaleterizes many other institutions). But equally important

participants' view was the nature of specific faculty, namelyNirk,

and Bakker. They felt that they were able.td get out of their own
.

'environment and see a group of faculty operating with a different set of
1

goals. and motivationsnot a career- building drive for publications and

research grants, but a real and visible dedication to teaching students and
(. - Y. . A

helping them learn. One i:point that was expressed was that this was highly,

conducive to identifying potential Problems of implementation back home not

because Kirk or i&lpptellstthem, "Here ,are the thing?-you'll have to r#a

'out for," but because by conttasting their sack-home situation with what they
. 0

see-atlarlOam, they can begin to identfff potOtial pitfalls that require'

planning. 4:

r
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Tom Kirk
page 4
June 6, 1977

I

On the other hand, participants, did believe strongly that the program

is "exportable" to other settings, but that the exporting is probably best

done by teams like themselves rluking from Earlham,l'ather than Kirk,

Woolpy, et. al. "taking their show on the road." And once successfully

implemented by then btack home, furthe'r dissemination Of the program will

result not from their proselytising.foi. it, but 'from the visible products

of thejr.success,inaiely, capable students and the quality of their work.

In addition to the above questions, I inquired directly (after assuring

them of anonymity) about, their assessments of the staff's (primarily Kirk and

Woolpy) ability to-provide constructive criticrl input. It was the unanimous

feeling of-the group, as well as my independent-judgment, that this was a

very Wong point on the part of the staff. As one pirticipant put it,

it was "terrifficli to vigorous head-nodding all around.

6
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Guidelines For Report on Activity

The following information should be provided, and/or documents

'supplied as parts ofathe report on yotir NSF project:

1. Institutional aid library context

,A..,pbrsonnel involved in the project, their curriculdM vitae

B.-Description of course or courses in which lArary and

/. A cony of the lib4y's handbook and/or a description of

-**---\
the Hbrary's,collection and---facilities

Dv Number of students in course4e) lia,eed in B. Studints'

class standing: freshmen, sophomore, junior, senior.

2. "Instructional unit"

literature use instruction was involved (more than a

catalog,statement)

A. Objectives of your library and literatdre use instruction

B; Materials produced'

. C.,An outline_of any oral instruction

D. Copy Of assignments as given to students;

3. Student results

, -

A. copies of some of the best and worst of the comdleted

assignments;

4. Reviews

A. Any evaluation forms use

B. Evaluation results
. 4

C. Peril:anal cri tique

D. Proposals for revision of your .project;

. What-things should the: October workshop have covered that
%

it didn't? 'Pr"
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Wednesday, Hay 25

Thursday, May 26

A

4

INSF Workshop

Spring, 1977

Eirlham Co/liege'

Richmond, IN

AGENDA

v

I

Arrival
7i 30 Dinner, Jones se
7:3Q Social OcCesio , Kirk's

7:45 AM Breakfast
8:30-10:00 Read reports
10:00-10:15 Break
1045-11:15 St. Olaf
11:15-12:15 Univ. of Arlizona
'12:30-1:30 bineh, JonesHouse
1:45-2:45.Johns Hopkins
2T45---3:45 Oregon State '

3:45-4:00 Break
4:00-5:00 Assessment of Project
5:00 Adjournment t
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NSP Spring Workshop., r

May 26, 1977

Evaluation Discussion

0

1. Given your recent expediences how should the F411 Workshop be revised?'
4

V .

2. List the problems of implimenting your program which you did not anticipate? Ai
abs.

3. List the problems of implimentation which seem common to more thin one of
.the institutions.

9

9i
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Inventory of'Key People

Piease cimpletie as many spaces as possible. For additional names use

back' -of sheet.

Name of'Institution

Institution Address

)

1. Librarian's Supervisor

0

2. Immediate 4.ibrary Associates:

a.

o

3. Department Chairperson:

4. apartment Colleagues:

Name

Title

Adresa

35. Administrators outside .thr department or specific library unit (e.g. Deans,
Assit. Director fol,Puiplik Services, Library Directdr, vicePresident
for Academic Affai(s).,

r'

4

)

yi t
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5.. Other Key Persons:
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